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I. SUMMARY

All forests, regardless of their individual characteristics, modify

the free-atmosphere wind, stability, and turbulence conditions to create a

local environment within and above the trees that differs substantially in

its diffusion characteristics from that which would be present in the absence

of trees. It has been the purpose of this study to characterize these forest

influences and to develop a forest classification system, based on diffusion

Hi effects, that can be used to discriminate between forests with different

diffusion properties.

* IIn order to classify the basic ii.fluences of a forest, an attempt has

hoetn made to delineate the significant features of diffusion which are influenced

by forest characteristics and associated meteorological condition". Of the

various factors that determine diffusion in a forest environment, this study has

• 3 indicated that vertical transport of material or momentum through the canopy

"* and in the boundary layer above the forest is the most important and is

strongly controlled by forest type. The vertical transport of material is a

I consuquence of both thle physical structure of the canopy (namely, canopy

roughness., closure and density) and of the ambient meteorological conditions

above the canopy (stability and wind velocity),

The first phase of this study involved an investigation of gross forest

l1 influences that might be reflectod in diffusion and meteorological measure-

irients made in a variety of forests, Data from diffusion and munition tests

in forest environments were analyzed in an effort to delineate differences in

diffusion properties, particularly vertical diffusion, between forests of

~. I diffe rent physical characteristics. Significant variations in vertical transfer
rate were found, using results published in ORG Note 29 (86). The Note

applied theoretical models, together with dosage (fluorescent particles) and

n meteorological measurements in four different types of forests (tropical rain

I VT-2408-P-1
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forest, jungle, deciduous-summer, ard deciduous-winter), to solve for

canrpy ventilation rate. By making use of the tabulated ventilation rate

information, it was established in the present study that, for any given stability

and above-canopy wind, ventilation rate is approximately a linear function of

the ratio of below-canopy wind speed to above-canopy wind speed. This result

appears to be generally valid for all forest types included in the data. It can

therefore be concluded that the vertical transfer of momentum through the

canopy (as reflected by the wind speed ratio) behaves in t'.e same way as the-

vertical transfer of mass (as reflected in the vcntilaticii rate, which was

based on above- and below-canopy dosage measurements). Thus, the wind

speed ratio can be used as a quantitative measure of the forest influence,

since it responds completely to the physical effects of the vegetation in

retarding vertical transfer.

Above-canopy wind speeds for various forests were plotted as a function

of the below-canopy wind speeds (in a given above-canopy stability condition).

The resulting families of curves indicate that steeper slopes are associated

with the denser canopies. Thus, an index of the effect of the forest on vertical

transfer (which has been called the Environmental Index) can be based upon the

ratio of wind speeds. The Environmental Index is defined as the ratio of

above-.to below-canopy wind speed for the unique conditions of neutral above-

canopy stability (Richardson number equal to zero) and an above-canopy wind

speed of 5 m sec . This definition of Environmental Index states in effect,

that for given above-canopy wind speed and stability, the below-canopy wind

speed is a measure of the retarding influence of the canopy's physical structure

on momentum transfer.

The second major emphasis in this study was given to developing

techniques for characterizing the significant prope-ties of a forest (from the

standpoint of aerosol diffusion) on the basis of relatively simple physical

forest measurements. The results described above, theoretical analysis,

and diffusion tests from a number of locations all indicate that the roughness

and closure of the forest canopy are instrumental in determining vertical

transfer rates. Therefore, an investigation and trial application of statistical

approaches that could be used to relate canopy height measurements to the

roughness and closure of the canopy were carried out. A section of forest
2 VT-2408-P-1
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canopy in Thailand, for which aerial photographs were readily available,

was used to test several statistical approaches. The test results indicate

i I that a method based on measurementsof canopy height made along

a line can provide quantitative characterization of a forest canopy. The

characterization is based on two quantities--p and ý--both of which are

expressed as functions of height above the ground. p is defined as the fraction

of the length of a straight horizontal line (at a given height) which is below

the canopy profile; ýt is defined as the number of times per unit length that

the line crosses the profile. Closure information is determined from the

curve and roughness information is contained in both the P and 1 curves.

To provide a forest index of general applicability, which can bet ~ derived from relatively accessible forest measurements, it will be necessary

to refine and extend the relationships given in this report between wind ratioh and forest type, using quantitative forest parameters in place of qualitative

labels. Given quantitative relationships between, say, P or 4± and wind ratio,

the Environmental Index can be determined from aerial photographic data.

It has not been feasible within the present study to define the exact relation-

ship between P and 4 curves and meteorological or diffusion parameters.

K, Both canopy and meteorological measurements are required from a variety

of forests and diverse meteorological conditions before the interrelationship

of forest parameters and wind speed ratio can be firmly established. Note,1 however, that it is not necessary to make diffusion measurements. It has

b•een suggested that an air-borne laser radar--instead of aerial

photogrammetry- -could be used to measure the P and ý± parameters; in

i~j addition to providing real-time results, canopy density information also

could be estimated from the laser measurements.

It is recommended that diffusion tests be run in at least five forests

having widely varying physical characteristics. Five tests are believed to

represent a minimum number needed to satisfactorily separate forest

and meteorological influences. These tests would be used as a check on

the validity of the Environmental Index determined from meteorologicalIi: and diffusion measurements in the present analysis. At the same time, they

Vt 3 VT-2408-P-1.
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would provide the data required to define, at least in a preliminary form,

the relationships between Environmental Index and statistical properties of

a forest determined from photographic or radar data. The recommendations

also include discussions of diffusion, forest, and meteorological measurements

required for the experiments. H

i4
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II. AEROSOL DIFFUSION IN THE FOREST

The objectives of the present study have been to characterize forest

influences on aerosol diffusion, and to develop a forest classification system

based upon these influences. An extensive literature survey has been conducted

in order to summarize the information available from past research and field

diffusion tests. Relevant background on meteorological effects of forests derived

from this survey is presented in Appendix A. Those unfamiliar with the subject

should read Appendix A before proceeding. Before discus &ing field test results

and related forest characteristics, an outline of general diffusion problems

and their relationship to forest properties is given in this Chapter. This outline

provides a basis for the approach that has been taken, and the recommendations

for development of a classification scheme presented later in the report.

a function of time and space are conventionally used to characterize diffusion

and transport of material in the atmosphere. The most frequently used

parameters are dosage (time integral of concentration at a point), standard

deviations of the spatial distribution of material in crosswind and vertical

directions, and crosswind integrated dosage. These parameters, normally •j

used in the analysis of munition tests, are not necessarily appropriate for

characterizing diffusion processes in a forest environment. Most of the

routinely applied parameters have well-defined interpretations in terms of

diffusion rates only when the distribution of material is known, or can at

least be assumed to be well-behaved (for example, a Gaussian distribution

of material in space).

In a forest environment, there is usually a discontinuous, or at least

highly variable, distribution of wind, temperature, and turbulence through

l1 the volume of interest. Accordingly, diffusing material may behave quite

differently in different regions (for example, such regions as above-

5 VT-2408-P-1
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canopy, in the forest canopy, in the trunk space, and in undergrowth). It is

clear that models and cloud parameters based on uniform distributions and

homogeneous turbulence fields usually will not be applicable. Since the

concern here ic with those features of aerosol transport that are most sensitive

to the presence of a forest, or to differences between forests, it is essential

that appropriate measures of cloud behavior be utilized. For the develop-

ment of a forest anaLog classification, the emphasis should not be placed on

applicability or details of cloud transport models as such. Rather, a

description of the gross effects on turbulent diffusion and cloud transport

produced by vegetation is sought. In order to define these gross effects and

suggest appropriate measures of forest influence, we have attempted to

summarize the diffusion processes of importance. The following section

presents this summary. From it, conclusions on the most important forest

effects and related forest properties are drawn.

A. Transport and Diffusion Processes Influenced by the Forest

The following outline has been compiled fror-\ study and analysis of test

data, from knowledge of meteorological effects of vegetation, and from

physical reasoning. It is not all-inclusive, but is intended to summarize what

appear to be the most important cloud diffusion and transport effects produced

by a forest.

1. Diffusion in the layer above the forest. Rates of turbulent diffusion

above the canopy are determined by the scale and intensity of the turbulent

wind components. These are strongly influenced by the character of the

canopy irregularity and ambient meteorological conditions.

2. Diffusion through the forest crown. Turbulence characteristics can

be expected to vary drastically through the region from above to below the

tree crowns. The crowns can in effect represent a discontinuity or sharp

gradient in the diffusion regime, and a physical barrier to vertical flux of

aerosol. Therefore, transport into the forest from the clear space above

the trees is one of the quantities of importance in defining forest effects.

6 VT-2408-P-1
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3. Spatial variability in transport through the crown. The sizes of

openings in nearly any forest crown vary over a wide range, and crown
coverage must be expected to be nonhomogeneous on some scales. Accord-

ingly, vertical motions and aerosol flux can be expected to vary in space.

For different forests the pattern of variability may be different and the

relative importance of large and small openings will vary. Thus, in addition

to the mean diffusion rate through forest crowns, the variability of vertical

flux will also be important and is likely to be an identiftablv characteristic

of different forest types.

S4. Mean motion of a cloud in the forest. The average wind speed and

direction in a forest inevitably are much different from the values outside.
I Since the mean wind is frequently variable in both time and space, the

conventional model of a cloud moving in a straight line at constant speed is

I rarely if ever valid. To predict diffusion beneath the canopy, one needs

"information on the magnitude, direction, and steadiness of short-term mean

I fwind in the forest.

5. Rate of spread of cloud or plume in the forest. Because the turbu-

'I lence environment in a forest is not a function solely of meteorological

conditions and is different from that in the open, knowledge is needed on
rates of turbulent diffusion beneath the canopy. These will be influenced by

density of undergrowth (horizontal permeability) and the processes by which
turbulence and mean motion are transmitted into the forest from outside

(canopy permeability).

6. Characteristics of flow at a forest interface. Many practical cloud
transport problems involve thetransport of material into a forest from out-

side, or across a boundary between two different forest regimes. Anomalous

flow patterns may be set up at such places, and knowledge of the streamlines

of mean flow and the turbulence regime within the forest edge is essential

"for treating these problems.

7 VT-2408-P-1
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B. Diffusion, Meteorological, and Forest Parameters

If it is accepted that the above six general problenim Ntatements encompass

the primary areas of concern related to aerosol dispersion in a forest environ-

sent, we can proceed to list the cloud properties, meteorological variables,

and forest characterititcs that are most pertinent to each problem. In the

outline below, a set of variables is associated with ,ach of the six problemrs

The first set of variablem listed under each problem arte acrosol distribution

parameters, to be dtermined by measurement of CtotCVntratton or fhsago.

The second set are meteorological parameterg that muwist bv known to separate

ambient meteorological influences from forest influences, The third set of

variables, given only in descriptive terms at thin point, are the forest character-

istics believed to be most closely related tW the problem, A

Problem It Diffusion above the canopy

Cloud Properties - Standard deviations of the spaca distribution of cloud

material, and the maximum dosage, as functionm of downwind distance.

Mutoorological Proporties - Vertical tempe rature gradionet, iman wind

speed profile, and intensity of turbulence, all above the canopy.

Forest Properties - Closure of canopy, rotghnoess of canopy top, density

of canopy vegetation.

Problem 2: Diffusion through the canopy

Cloud - Penetration rate, concontration and domago vy•eou• time above

and below canopy.

Meteorological - Wind sp~ood above canopy, vertical tomperature gradiont

above and below forest crown, turbulence intensity at canopy hivew.

Forest - Canopy closure, density, and thicknesH.

Problem 3: Space variability of vyrtical transport:

Cloud - time and space variation in concentration and dosago fields

below canopy.

8 VT.--408H-P-
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I Meteorological -Space variability in the vertical temperature gradient
and standard deviation of vertical velocity at canopy level, above, andJ below.

Forest -Space variability In canopy height, closure, and density.

Problem~ 4: Cloud mnotion in forest

Cloud -Concontration or short poriod dosage as functions of time and

space,

Meteorological - Mean wind velocity (averaging tit-ome 30 sac) in

foresit, wind veilocity above fore st, tenipe raturo gradiont below and

above can~opy top.

-oes - aoydnty, undvi-rgtowth dwisity, prc sen~c of oponings

or' U 1lo Iings.

ProtbiCmfl S.- Cloud toproaid in forost

Cloud -Cloud dimnlwonstll as function of tima, arva-dosago relationship

Me teoa'ological - Tur hulenco inten ~ity, iscale of tur bulcn ce, nivan wind

andI toni pciratuz'e p rofihl ~ &

Yo)1omt - Undvi-rgiowth d .'nisity, cariicteristic size n of obstacled to

flow# c'aimojy V losu z'

P-rob)le ii 61 Interfaco flow (sotsind border)

Cloud - Dosage £ICo d on )Ooth mid ¶1 of in tor face

Mo'toorological -Wind pet'd ( outtH ide and tin Hido forct'st) , vwi-' tlcal temipo I-

* atui'e gradienlt: (okit ido n LI( iside fI 01W)

Foot- 1Ions ity, yvortical and horizontal distrilbution of den sity,

C. * Il Significanco of Vorztical Ti Pantiport;

,Ills poc tion of the p10(tbding otttline1 re(ve!aH ls ht 11 ma11jority Of t10 p~hy siCLt

.4.~~.. pr obiv Ill~ s arv' p r un artly do po lidit - Ofi.ol Vot'iIcal t r isus (fe 1'l01mUto r ia o)r

Il ollt'ntilmi in the boundar 1y layer ah1 oy t the fort' t and through tho canlopy
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itself. Problems number 1, 2, and 3 relate directly to these vertical

transfers; problems 4 and 5 are concerned with wind and turbulence within

the forest, but these depend most directly on the transfer of momentum and

turbulent energy downward from above, and only secondarily on modification

of properties by the lower vegetation or flow induced by below-canopy forces. - ,

Since the central problem in characterizing forest effects appears to be

specification of vertical transfer and its dependence on forest characteristics,

any analog classification system must place primary emphasis on discrim-

ination of vertical transfer properties or, as expressed in Appendix A,

"vertical permeability" of the forest. Reference to the outline in Section B

indicates that roughness, closure and density of the canopy top appear as

signiftcant forest properties in all problems related to vertical transfer, and

indeed, for virtually all of the problems listed. It has been concluded therefore,

that the most important diffusion property is the vertical transfer rate, and

that the associated forest properties are the roughness, closure and density

of the canopy. These diffusion and forest characteristics must form the basis

of any classification method.

The fundamental hypothesis of the approach taken in this report is that

gross aerosol transport effects of forests can be encompassed by classifying

their vertical transfer properties. Analyses have, therefore, been directed

toward showing the variation in vertical transfer in forests of different types --

and delineating the modifying effects of ambient meteorological conditions.

On the basis of results from these analyses, a simple meteorological index

of vertical transfer has been developed, and techniques for inferring vertical

transfer properties from physical data on forest structure have been explored.

The following chapter considers, from a theoretical viewpoint, the

effects of forest structure on vertical transfer. Following chapters then treat

evidence of relationships from test results and proposed methods for deter-

mining pertinent forest characteristics.

-7
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IIII. FOR EST CANOPY EFFECTS ON VERTICAL TRANSPORT

An extensive area of forest presents a rough, permeable surface

over which the atmosphere moves. The effects of this surface can, for

present purposes, be divided into two kinds: those effects, due primarily

to the geometry of the canopy top, on air flow in the boundary layer above the

canopy; and those effects on vertical transfer through the canopy and diffusion

beneath. In the following these two sets of influences are explored with a view

toward delineating the forest properties that are instrumental in controlling

I I diffusion.

A. Aerodynamic Roughness

First, consider the role of geometry of the canopy top in determining

wind structure and turbulent transfer above the canopy. The "aerodynamic

roughness" of a surface is conventionally defined by a roughness length, zo,

which can be determined from analysis of the mean velocity profile above the

surface. The velocity profile for neutral stability can be expressed as

(Sutton (88)):
-U )4 z• -ln -- (3-1)

0

where is mean wind speed, u,: is the friction velocity (T/p) / k is

von Karman's constant = 0.4, z is height, T is horizontal shearing stress

(assumed constant through the layer where Eq. (3 1) applies), and p is density.

The quantity d is a zero-plane displacement which has been found empirically

"to be required for application to very rough surfaces such as tall crops or

I forests. The zero-plane displacement can be considered to roughly represent
the depth of "trapped air" in the forest; it can be seen from Eq. (3-1) that

u = o where z = d + z. Clearly, the equation is applicable only for

1t1 V T-2408-P-1
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The two variables that depend on the characteristics of the surface are

z and d. As already noted, d merely represents an adjustment in the

zero point of the height scale; z on the other hand enters the equations as

a scaling factor for height. A given wind speed or turbulent exchange

coefficient will occur at different absolute heights over different surfaces, 7

depending on the appropriate z° values for the surfaces. There are no

direct methods known for determining z° or d from measurements of the -•

vegetation characteristics. However, some general rules for rough esti-

mation are often quoted. Several authors, for example Paeschke (68), have

taken d equal to the mean height of the roughness elements (grass blades,

etc.). The roughness length is usually of the order of one-tenth the mean

height of the elements. Kung (54) determined an empirical expression

log1 0 z= -1.24 + 1.19 logi 0 h (3-2)

where h is plant height in cm. Table I lists typical values of zand d for

a variety of surfaces as calculated by various authors from observed wind

profiles.

Table I

Zero-plane Displacement and Roughness Length for -*
Various Natural Surfaces

Type of Surface d(cm) z (cm) Source

Short grass (5-10 cm) 12 0.4 Davidson & Lettau (25)

Tall grass (50 cm) 9.0 Sutton (88)

Brush and small trees 30-70 Fichtl (32)

Small trees 30-100+ Webb (97)

Deciduous forest, 8-10 m

bare of leaves 115 105 Lenschow and

leafed 350 160 Johnson (57)

Larch forest, 10 m 635 112 Allen (2)

12 VT-2408-P-1
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I
Insufficient data are available to give representative values of d and z0

I for a variety of forest types. However, the likely range of values to be

encountered can be estimated and these will be used to evaluate the importance

of roughness variations.

Vertical transfer of mass or momentum above a rough surface is determined

by the appropriate turbulent exchange coefficient. The vertical exchange

coefficient for momentum can be expressed, throughiEquation (3-1), as

2
K I -j" = u,,k(z-d) (3-3)

It can be seen that d affects the exchange coefficient only through a displacement

of the origin of height measurements. The effect of z is not explicit in

Eq. (3-3); it enters through the friction velocity u,,,

I The role of z in determining 1M can be made evident by expressing

KM in terms of height and the wind speed at a given reference level, Let

1 us choose a reference height, measured from d, and denote this height as

(z-d) a* The wind at (z-d) a will be called a. Then from Eq. (3-1)

u I

1 ln a_z 0o

SI and therefore

k Ua (z-d)SIKM = _______
M (z-d)

which explicitly shows the dependence of KM on both z and d.
O 0

To illustrate quantitatively the effect on vertical exchange of an extreme

difference in roughness between two sites, let us consider a short grass

surface with z of 1 cm and a forest with roughness length z = 200 cm.

The ratio of exchange coefficients for the two cases at equal distances

('I 13 VT-2408-P-1
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above the level d appropriate to each will be

KM (z° = i) In(z-d) In (z-d) -5.3
K M (z0 = ZOO) = (z-d)a zI (- d) a

M 0.

If the reference height is of the order of 20 m, or twice the tree height, the

ratio of K's will be 0.3; i.e. the turbulent exchange coefficient over the

rough surface is of the order of three times that over the smooth surface

at equal heights (measured from d). ""

It is evident that the roughness length for a vegetation-covered surface

has a significant influence on the turbulent exchange above the surface. Of

course, if we compare different types of forest, rather than forest versus

grass, z 0 will probably vary by at most one order of magnitude and the

change in K will be considerably smaller than in the above example. Changes

in KM between different surfaces can still be as large as a factor of two,

however.

Rather than assuming that the above-canopy wind is the same for each

case, it might be more logical to assume that the geostrophic wind, i.e.,

the horizontal pressure gradient, is the same for two surfaces of different

roughness. To examine the roughness effect from this viewpoint, define

the "surface Rossby number, " R, by

R VgFz -0

where V is the geostrophic wind and F is the coriolis parameter. Also,

define a "geostrophic drag coefficient"

C u*/Vg

C is a function of R; empirical relationships between C and R are given in

the literature, and are summarized by Johnson (51), Taking z values of

20 and 200 cm as likely forest extremes, R would change by one order of

14 VT-2408-P-1
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_I magnitude. Johnson's curves indicate a change of about 20% in C for this

range of R. Since

K = u, k(z-d)

"- we have

SM c Vg k(z-d) (3-4)

Thus, when we disregard the absolute wind speed and assume the same

SI pressure gradients over two forests which differ markedly in roughness,
we find a significant though not overwhelming difference in vertical. exchange
coefficient of 20% between the two forests. Using the same arguments based

on surface Rossby number and known boundary layer relationships, it can

I ~readily be shown that the intensity of the vertical component of turbulence
varies with surface roughness to about the same extent as does KM.

I B. Other Influences of Canopy Structure and Roughness

We have shown that turbulence and vertical exchange above a forest are

dependent on the roughness of the canopy top. This dependence, though

significant, is probably not strong enough to produce drastic differences in

aerosol diffusion in the free atmosphere above forested land. Other effects,

such as wind speed and thermal stability, are at least as Important (see

I Appendix A), However, transfer through and below the canopy is much more

sensitive to canopy properties. Lot us first consider vertical exchange at

the level of the canopy top.

'rhe zero plane displacement must depend physically on the actual geometricI roughness of the canopy and also on the density, number of openings, etc.

As shown above, differences in d simply shift the origin of height and do

I not change the magnitude of turbulence at a given height above d. However,

*,near the canopy top the shift of height scale can very strongly I!',lence the

turbulence intensity at just that height where it is important--at the height

of the canopy. For an example, consider two of the forest types listed in

VT-2408-P-1
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Table I, the bare deciduous forest and the larch stand. Both consist of

trees approximately 10 m in height, and both have roughness lengths of

about one meter. But d = 1 m fo0r the deciduous fore t versus d= 6 m for

the larch. From Eq. (3-4),

KM = C V k(z-d) "•

At z = 10 m, it is seen that KM will be more than twice as large in the

deciduous forest as in the larch, even for identical drag coefficients, which

will in turn lead to much greater diffusion vertically through the canopy.

Such a difference is, of course, expected in view of the openness of the bare

deciduous forest as contrasted to the dense larch s~and. The same sort of

difference can be expected however for two stands of similar trees that

differ in spacing, crown closure, or uniformity of density.

The treatment above considered mean velocity profiles, turbulent exchange

and turbulence intensity, at and over a rough surface. This is about as far as

it is possible to go on the basis of current theory and available data. Diffusion

theory as it now exists relates o, ly to flow over a uniform level surface. How-

ever the scale of turbulence and tht turbulence spectrum over and within the

forest, and the closure and homogeneity of the canopy should also be considered.

Such factors apparently are highly important in governing diffusion. An example

is offered by the Devil Hole test series (70). Changes in aerosol concentration

within the forest were found to be closely related to vertical exchange through

canr-py openings and at discontinuities in tree height or type.

Holes or low places in the canopy, though they may be infrequent and

randomly spaced, provide regions where aerosol can penetrate vertically

in air flow induced by local pressure gradients or random gusts. The scale

of variations in height of the tree crowns influences the scale of the turbulence

above. One may in fact find th;lt the turbulence intensity over a forest is

comparable to that over an unforested site but that the scale of turbulence

at canopy height is larger, thus leading to greater penetration of air flow

16 VT-2408-P-1
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ji in favorable spots. Discontinuities in forest characteristics also lead to

pressure gradients, local channeling of the flow and again increased ventilation

I in selected locations. Finally, inhomogeneities produce nonstationary

boundary layer flow which is not in equilibrium with the lower bounding

surface. Again, this increases the likelihood of flow through the canopy.

The few spectra measured or estimated for below-canopy turbulence (for

* mexample Alien (2), Litton (92, 93), Melpar (60, 61) ) do not give a clear

fl picture of scales and frequencies below the canopy, but they do suggest that

lower frequency, large scale variations are relatively more important in

penetration and below-canopy transport.

To summarize, it has been shown that the aerodynamic roughness of the

canopy top has a significant influence on turbulent exchange above the forest.

These same roughness characteristics can have a profound effect on the mean

m 1vertical transfer rate at the canopy surface. And larger-scale variations,

inhomogenieties, and discontinuities in forest structure are expected to produce

very important local fluctuations of vertica! transfer. Thus, the following

analyses have sought to characterize the forest canopy in these terms. The

proposed statistical analysis of canopy height (Chapter VI) is directed toward

providing a quantitative measure of the canopy properties we have discussed.

Such quantitative measures are believed to represent the bases of a classifi-

cation or index system for the central problem of vertical transfer through

the canopy.

'I r

F $i
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IV. CONCLUSIONS BASE D ON PREVIOUS
SI FIELD TEST RESULTS

3 A number of diffusion and munition tests have been performed by

DTC and others to obtain field data in forest environments. All available

test results have been reviewed as part of the present study, and limited

analyses of test data have been performed where appropriate to compare

results from different environments. Available data cover a wide range of
W: II i_,nition types, meteorological conditions, forest characteristics, terrain

P. types, and observation methods. Because of the great number of variables

in the tests and the varying forms of data analysis and presentation, the test

data do not in general lend themselves to quantitative comparisons between

I forests. However, it has been possible to make comparisons for tests using

fluorescent particles; the comparisons are discussed in this chapter.

I The results of previous test3 have provided quantitativw data for

specific combinations of terrain, forest, meteorology, and munition as

intended in the test design. Most tests hav'e also provided increased insight

into some aspects of aerosol transport. H,wever, it is believed that a

specially designed series of tests will be required to provide definitive data

II for a forest classification system,

In accordance with the hypothesis that vertical transfer is the most

I significant parameter of forest effects, particular attention has been devoted

to obtaining, from past test results, forest comparisons rolating to eithtr

! aerosol or momentum transfer through the canopy. Meaningful comparisons

have been obtained for these cases, primarily because strictly meteorological

measurements, which are available from all tests, can be used. This Chapter

describes the relationships between vertical transfer, forest typo, and

atmospheric stability that have been defined, and which form the basis for

the definition of an environmental index presented in Chapter V.
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A. Wind Speed and %rertical Ventilation Rate

Solomon arid Halvey (86), in ORG Note 29, have combined the results of

field trials conducted in four different typos of vegetation with Calder's (16)

canopy penetration model to compute canopy ventilation rates. Ventilation

rate to defined, in torm&o of the Calder model, its the number of changes of

air per unit time. The trials involved were the Bendix trials (42, 43, 94)

in a tropical rain forest, the Big Jack trials (81, 82) in a juogle and the Litton

trials (92, 93) in a deciduous forest during both summer and wtntar seasons,

The data used in the Note wore mean above- and below-canopy wind spoods,

above-canopy stability ,abuve-And below-canopy fluoresicent particle (F11)
dosages, height of releases Land downwind distanco from rulva~mw point. Bielow-

canopy measurements were charactfirtatically made a few meters Above tho

ground and above-canopy m a sure me nts made 10 to lb in abovo metan canopy

height.

ORG Note 29 showed, from the collected field datta and cuniputed. vontiiation

rates, that ventilation rate inc reaoitio with inc rea sing wind( above thou Anopy

and decreases with inci-easing abuovecanopy stAbility, both (oi- any givon forest,

Moreover, the ORO 29 results indicated that fur a givon ikbovo -canopy wind,

ventilation rate appears to increave with decreasing donsoity of the fore st,

These results tire, of course, in accord with what might be expected on

physical grounds,~

*It warn learned through private correspondeonev with Mr. Irving Solumon
that the above-canopy stability categories for the tropical rikin forest are
in error in ORO Nuot 29. Mr. Solomon provided above -rianfl)py tampei'atUVO =

data.- -not included in the roforrenced lienclix report- - which hi dicato that
stable and neutrul wtability cateigorics in the Note should be inte rchanged.
The reviioed stabilities are used in this report,

*As a point of inte rest, the meteorological and( ciosage data, all woll itm
computed ventilation rates, suggest that the Jungle ~and summner deciduouso
forest are so ni-imlai that they could be considerod to be e ssentially the
same forest category. However, tho site chosen tor tho jungle triallw wall
in a valley. The prevailing air flow was sUCh that ther0 WUs 1A net down-
ward motion through the canopy. This suiperimposed urographic influence
may have acted to give the jungle the diffusion chitracte ristic N of at forstio
with a lWoo denso canopy.
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For purposem or applying thu Calder miodel to filud data, Solom-Ion andI

I1-.11VOy C01ornputuid 1l1t04.1n ratiom of be low- to-a bove- callopy wind Spoed(b/)
I for ouch type of forest, ThesNa ratios indic~ate that increases with

dueOCVa11ioig for0t' Nt don0ity. Sinec' 16/M. varies with geneural forest density

In dthu same direction as does~ ventilatiton rate, and since both parameters

would be expected, from- physical roasonhig, to de~pend directly on turbulent
oxcivingo thiroughi tho canopy, it follows that; "G PUmgtsreaoaueu

b, a rv aufl
In(Iox to ally foro Nt' o ffuct on ve rtical transfe r of diffusing mIaterialI. In
pa vticuliir, Ohw ORCI rotiults suggesMt that foi- give~n mote orological c onditions

(14tability and Wind Iabovo thle foresMt) 71 b Ma and ventilation should botli depend

t1i'ttc tly onl tho fortimt typos

TO prov ido it tvm t of thl.N hypothomNiNo, the tes~t dlata of OJAG 29 we re
-o vi) I g I ('Iik andI (IimNpta yo cit 1Nit p lot; of Ivo ltt [atil mit e Porstto V 0 1'MM" * /'a Tileh

tI' ofkt it N h lWnt in Figu re 1. * Thu ftigki c,'0onta ins plots of thle Ileanl ve ntilat ion

-- mfri j~A(lt(10glr~mo otaohih oi- (owiwind distaince from-

vo lo Nt' polint) minl 1,h1 Iatio of llovan 1)010w- canopy Wind Hpeovd ('6) to mounI Si I it Yo4'clSit Spy Hpoo (7 Id(t f or tOil Namot to ist, DifforP t N nt sybols wo re uived to

denlote Iork'ot typo N andi 1khovo -Canopy ktability condition N The general trendii ol~1 thu dilltS III1hicLtom 1101SI foi'owt typo' varitiN, vol'At~ilitou ttil rato ( wind Wi peed
vSt io SIPO 1.1ilto~ t ill it il~wal. mlmoS l .th thlo (It~ilkod li1e1 N o~proNont +qiO pot' cot('1 ~~ViI I'I ltot Ill voltilittiolou tatt' aboutith O )w Nwt-fit mtraIlghit lino.* Not(, that the

(Ilitil5 HilouIId nuIt, hl'lto 1144111p etlo amN Implying that ventilation rate varillr linoirly

\Ylthl \vlidt riato wit,1tlu t -Igivoll foi'tmt vat1eg1'y, 'fivh Povattul of points for eatch

i t 1) /w itl~oit i ,).dfo,11 k(N' ml~t o rt i Wl11 hypdhtloml tillit for givenl Is5(11t uaindl

I'hk imm, Ifta id14foIli givoit foromt; we z'u known for' 1401-10 Ntandllrd

tit'tot'oiloog~ticl condltillmn, Oth v(1ntlia1tionl rate could bo pr rhictod withloti
iirt'hor knlowledgo ol the tore Mt.car'tr~~c Thits capability for predicting

ye ol iat. litt) tol fom 01tV w id ratito Im prni tictuilarl y u~ e fti mi nce wind datat exlist

fmo Iistily CoreNt typel Nwho no (hiffil Ion expe Iimtont:N have ntot. beenl ca nr-i{'I out,
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and are much more readily obtained than diffusion data where additional

field data are needed. Further, it confirms that a forest index based on

wind ratio will provide a meaningful measure of the forest's retardation

to vertical diffusion through the canopy.

K I B. Dependence of Wind Ratio on Forest Type

: ITo further verify that the ratio of wind speeds above and below canopy

provides a measure of vertical transfer through the canopy, and therefore

an index of forest character, wind data from a number of field tests have

been analyzed. The specific objectives were to determine whether a consistent

difference between forests could be identified from wind and stability data

alone, and to define quantitatively the relationship between Ub/Ua and the

primary meteorological variables of stability and wind speed above the canopy

for various forests.

Meteorological measurements from the four trials tabulated in ORG

Note 29 (86) and the Melpar trials in a South Carolina "rain forest" (60, 61l )

have been plotted (Figures 2 and 3) for neutral and stable above-canopy

T conditions, respectively. Since different definitions of ub/Ua were used for

the various trials, the heights of the measurements are listed in Table II.

rr

T

All of the trials discussed here suffered from the inability to measure the
low wind speeds that are known to exist within a forest. On the whole, wind
speeds less than 0.2 to 0.3 m sec-t were below the sensitivity threshold
of the instruments.

"23 VT-2408-P-1 :
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Table II

Height of Wind Speed Measurements Above
Ground and Above Canopy

ub ua

Forest Type HeLght above ground (m) Height above canopy (.n)

Tropical Rain Forest
(Bendix) Average (2 and 9) 15

Rain Forest (Melpar) Smoke puffs 1. 5 13

Tropical Jungle (Big Jack) Average (2 and 12) 12

Deciduous - Summer
(Litton) AverLge (1. 5 and 10) 10

Deciduous - Winter
(Litton) Average (1. 5 and 10) 10

Figure 2 indicates three groups of forests: 1) tropical rain forest (Bendix)

and rain forest (Melpar), 2' 'opical jungle (Big Jack) and deciduous summer

(Litton) and 3) deciduous winter (Litton). The forests follow the expected

trend where a steeper sloping line (that is, a denser forest) indicatcs a

lower below-canopy wind speed. Also, each forest hat i consistently steeper

line for positive (Figure 3) as compared to neutral abo, )-canopy stability.

The slight curvature of the lines reflects the fact that wind ratio is not constant

for a given forest and stability, but decreases slightly with increasing Uas

C. Relationship Between Dosage Ratio and Wind Ratio

In ORG Note 29, Solomon and Halvey (86) organized above- and below-

canopy FP dosage data in connection with their evaluation of Calder's (16)

canopy penetration model. In the present work, attempts to relate ratio of

below- to above-canopy dosagc (D /D ) to downwind distance (1 to 7 kin)
b a

and height of release proved to be fruitless. However, attempts to relate

the dosage ratios (regardless of release height or downwind cistance of

sampler) to wind speed ratios proved to be successful. Figure 4 shows the

means and extremes of dosage ratios and wind speed ratios for various

forest and stability conditions. In spite of the appreciable spread of the

26 VT-Z408-P-1
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individual data points (Indivated bjy thlt Catpped horvitonta I and vo rtic~al 1.1110m~)
the means for it given forost metim to Stogg(Iit 011t that. fior s a linuklar ruOl~tionl-
ship between the wind ration and tilt domagtt ration , Sincei t~heoreticaLlly the
dosage ratio depe~nds on distance and ventibition rate, 0one wotld vxp0( t 5021W

correlation between wind andt domago ration onl thuV basN s of tho 1.(141111, milowli

in Figure 1 * The grvAt Ncattor VIs undloubtedly (1m, to va itiatiolim III downiwinid
IiLs~taWo as wel il ~5th mtoorological k',ontditionu. * I towero, tileou mintuiiley ill

thle slope variation with foro Nt typo iiain do mioo t;rilto( the tse fumle s of winld

ratt~io for e ha rite, to r iieing tile foret ifwtInflene

1,ConitiieontiN oil Diffusioni 'I' t"

I'Figoee I''N4 thouigh 4, wlllkh ixret ha Nod u~pon a lilik InI ilvar o ty of Iloin Va ort
111tioL muggo nt thlt typo of qtualititatiV41 re Nulto that N olould ho obtalound fromt

maiiagurnmem to N ado Iin it IA a'go numbeor of aio to or olog ica aInod fi rust N itudi tion Ni
Oawno seriousN p roble a whiti Ii p robabhly c tintrbll' I htcN to the lolitin tIl i ail of the
figurem wis flui Lao k of wtonNitivity inl anonoit"wing Wind w pout W11111 hit toreNt.
All, trials dioctimood aibOov uwud winld inu(amua' hag ilim ti'oin"Ito whihel w(Irt
Inaduquate for ma k ing wind li0S UVlZtIu t tho low Voloot tiom N ccilmionl

within it forest, 11t IN rogrotiablo thlAt Lntonatt.oihati not ikdvilawed to
tilt point whoro t low whid N ptim d (caim r oad iiy ho in 0 1wuromlm dIll tho Riohld

Ill this C~hliptoro atttelition li"booN fleI dvotod only to thlt prcdoblem or down-
wvard panoutl'dttionI of dittromolm through it tore t (dloan)y * Avatiiblo re ouNit

ujgowt th14t With mlore datita, vc~nCIUIionNl~if itl~lk' to tho941 JPONc'Ihtc'd ILbovO

coult d bjt Obta mu od fo i. hOlow-1jOy o~aoIv ' ole A . ,' r u I oLu1[1 b~othj jilit ,iAt toll

(2~9, .93) and MolIpar (60, 01) to sto indl iot~o that no iro sol olokud N obia Nod Imien

the gr octid tt'Svol Ili aI direcUtititi which IN (couuite '( 1(2low imo of th11 winld di voc~t;iml
a bovo utilt, '2 an opy niTh co0091 to r 1c ukw INo dlopartitro IN grokhl f o ri t'1 'Ihc' 11iii(v

stab)u le Ot nv- canopy conditionm anid for the don wor foreuuti W ith memvito Pt

monts made in at vs'rie ty of forostts undo r a varitity of mote orologlcal 'cnditlon N,

aI nt0111grn m rela~ting bulow - to abov -c~anopy wind dirtiction could( bo

coflu tructod * As anotho r oxampl~o, t~hc S pretoa and (Itgr o ofmanoin of

ground- roeloasd ac romol clouds could he ro latud to abov - canfopy inltaoro-
logical conditions in a rrlannor isuggestuct by Figuro A-5 Iin Appccncix A.
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V. A PROPOSED ENVIRONMENTAL INDEX

CIAop01y rou1.ghnt. S and pe rme1Cabllity, togethu r with above- canopy winds

I iiand stability, appva v to bo the primary factoris governing vertical diffusion
abhove and within at forcst, Up to the pre aunt time no canopy roughneass

:nivaurementm have been madc at tost mitan and only a few quantitative

oles 1!1~ItNof foresit paramvter a havo boon made in an attempt to deduco

Catiopy pe'rnivability, H-owe've~r, tile mevasureiment of avrtosol doRage a and

iouteoololul praiwlurabot abveand be low thu canopy fur most fielId

tet lity nit It poos ibiu to re late the tur bulent diffusioni of ae rosolm to
th0 1ANSNO(Ala~te III i1Ot't~IO 10 ogical v. lariablem. Tho ou 2 l t~i obtaiineCd in tho prolvioua

ChApAte Skoggt'ht that anl e1vIronmental Index mnight vu ry soundly be based

I U pt Jil it -o'let 'ogic al I i ttamauroumuliti wh ichi- due to) thoIr veury nature - -refluect

thle phiYolica I c ha rle te r Istiv' of thle fore it Ill which they areo Ilmade Oil tho

haalfi of the revlationvilhipm s hown Ill Chapter IV, wev hayi liatt"Ianptod to (Ifue

tt~ttetfl~l)Ml al r1aiIlutetu1 to esotablipoh an enViirollmolutLl Index for tilt forests
3 ~~~ll WYhich i f Ifttiotll tom tm in o haol I I )U1kil

The propoNodt tiitdt' kN defined Inl tormnt of thu rlattai~onihips Shown In
F"igu ruM 2 andI 4 , 8incl t . e lelpu o~f the cuirve i, ftor at g ive n a taility, isita-I functtionl of foresat type (pre autably Inc luding thu offacta of denstity, roughnv N N,

1411d c lowm ye) , oneo canl, Ill soll 011eIi alno , 1414tato an e nv ironmu ntal Iindex to

he1 11101)0~ of I hu CkUI' VO. It 140omiiiti doi Vable to Hlc)NIt .t 0 utVa Ic onditionsi ama
Clhe ruoe rtnce above -canopy stability category (neuitral stability corrooponds

j to a Hichillrdsol nlumber ( 1 ) of '/.eo) , Conlsidt'ring then, Figure 2, it IN noted

th-at he1 curvature of tho lineo I)reVt' ot s the (ie te rmIiiisItioll of a unique~ a6101W

(oi, each fore at, Therefore, it is propos tic that the Envir onmental lindex

(E.1. ) be defineod by the ratto "a/7b1 evaluated at an arbitrarily-chosen.

above -canopy wind tipeed of 5 rn see-l
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/

E.I. - -i(5-1)
E.I1. =( u)Ria 0 u 5 m sec

where R ia is the above-canopy Richardson number defined as

Ria 0z + ( " (5-2)

where g is acceleration due to gravity, 0 is potential temperature, I" is

dry adiabatic lapse rate and where 8/8z is vertical gradient for above-canopy

temperature (Ta) and wind speed (ua)

Table III lists Environmental Indices for the forest types in

Figure 2. However, since the data in the figure represent a variety of

near-neutral conditions, the Indices are only approximate. A suitable

procedure for determining E.I. for a given forest would be to make measure-

mants of'ua and'b under a iariety of above-canopy stability and wind speed

conditions. By plotting R as a function of and •b, a family of best-fit

nurves can be drawn and the R • 0 curve will thus be determine ' as

accurately as possible. An example of this procedure is shown in Figure 5,

using a limited number rf measurements from a deciduous forest in winter.

The above-canopy Richardson numbers, tabulated in the Litton report (92, 93),

were computed for the depth from 7 m below the top of the canopy to 23 m

above the canopy. The curves--as drawn--indicato that the Environmental

Index should be 3,6, as compared to the value of 4.0 obtained from less

precise stabiity data in Figure 2.

Table III

Environmantal Irsdices for some forests in which
diffusJion tests have been made

Fore rst I'mre Environmontal Index

Deciduous -Wtntr (Litton) 4.0

Jungle (Big Jack) 9.5

Deciduous-Summer (Litton) IC

Rain Forest (Melpar) 17

Tropical Rain Forest (Bundix) 24
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In order to have consistency in heights at whiclh nLaisuraili nt ara

made in future tests, the following arbitrary heights are racomrilanded:

"ub 1. 5 i11 above ground

Ila 10 m above canopy

Ria over height interval from top of Can)lpy
to 10 ill above canopy

The lack of height conoistency, am iidicated inl Table II, may h1vei illtrodu.od

arrors in the relative positioning of the varioum curves in Ieigurel l. and 3.

Positioning errors in the curvos for the mnore d•nmte forests were also due

to lack of senmitivity in measuring bolow-canopy wind speed.

The relationships butween wind ratio and dosagu ratio du pictod In
Figure 4 can be used to giva a first estimate of balow-canopy dosage in torm)IN of

the Environmantal Indox for it fur.it, In Fiigure 6, tho inverse slopels of thl

lines in r'iguro 4 are plotted as a funtion of tho Etiviroimnontal Indic•i.

The capped vertical lines rproisent tho rangl of dohiago r'atio in tho privious

figure. Thu dashed lintio inldicate inv01r'i slopnes 50 IP•101 l~nt ltrg tP' AlId

smaller than the mean linns in '4igtiro 4. T'he linriar relationship

in Figure 6 permits onm to derive a gioniral expresh ion for tho c6uwage level

wtthiui a forest resulting from il atb)ove-cAop llO) rleh0101AN '1110 tIWrAAIt for

the solid line tit

Since the daLuhad 150 por cent lines repreloent tho gonera.i sprelad of the values,

the below-canopy dosage can be expressed as

Db w (0,8 ±0.4) (E.I. DL 3)

Equation 5-3 provides an expression for Db which is based on the Environmeantal

Index for a given forest and the wind speed ratio at thu time of a trial having

an above-canopy dosage of Da The variation of tho coefficiont betw.on 0.4

and 1.2 reflects the trial-to-trial variation due to differences from
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standard meteorological conditions and various downwind distances. With

additional data, refinements to Eq. 5-3 could be derived to account for

distance, stability and above-canopy wind speed effects. However, the

equation as stated shows the mean influence of forest characteristics on

dosage ratio.

The proposed Environmental Index promises to be highly useful in

describing canopy penetration and diffusion within a forest. However, there

is no way at present to relate the Index to a quantitative forest description

which would allow one to assign an E.I. to a given forest without prior

meteorological measurements. As discussed earlier, canopy penetration

for a given type of forest must be a function of canopy roughness, closure,

and density. Thus, the Indices computed in this Chapter for various forests

reflect, in an integrated way, the structure of each forest in terms of the

roughness, closure and density of its canopy. In the following Chapter

several methods for determining the roughness and closure from aerial

stereo-photographs are outlined, and a procedure is proposed whereby

the Environmental Index could ultimately be related directly to canopy

measurements.

*In the case of the Big Jack jungle trials (81, 82), there also appears to be

the add,.d influence of topography.
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I

VI. DEVELOPMENT OF A FOREST
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

A. Approach

In the preceding pages it has been argued that characterization of the

vertical, transfe-r of mass and momentum through a forest will permit a

general classification of all forests that can account for the principal vari-

ations in aerosol behavior. It has been demonstrated that measurement of

momentum transfer (as indicated by the wind ratio) allows discrimination

between physically different forest types and permits prediction of dosage
Sratios within the accuracy attainable with state-of-the-art models. A

rademonstration of the applicability of this approach to other diffusion character-

istics such as growth of below-canopy clouds is not possible with existing

data. However, physical reasoning and the qualitative results available

I from past experiments both suggest the validity of the concept. Further

development of the approach, leading to final specification of a forest analog

Ilassification method, ;'equires two fundamental steps;

I. Development of methods for relating readily observable (or previously

measured) physical forest characteristics to the proposed Environmental

Index.

Z. A field test program encompassing a wide range of forest types to

test the proposed concepts and to determine quantitative relationships between

I the forest parameters, index, and diffusion properties.

For step no. 1, two basic types of forest measurement will

provide data that are very closely related to the meteorological and

diffusion properties of importance. These are: a) measurement of light

extinction at the ground (Appendix B) or total mass density of the forest (60, 61)

and b) measurements of height of the forest top derived from aerial photo-

graphs. The present Chapter outlines several candidate approaches for

35 VT-2408-P-1
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deriving the necessary data from aerial photographs and presents tests of

the practicality of the methods.

The final Chapter of this report presents recommendations for the

field test program required for step no. 2.

B. Methods for Measuring Canopy Roughness

The vertical transport of an aerosol through a canopy is dependent on the

configuration that the surface of the canopy presents to air moving above it.

The most general description of a canopy would be to have a functional

relation between location and canopy height. Then the air flow over the canopy

could be determined, at least in principle, from fluid flow theory. Actually

applying this process, including developing a function for canopy height, is

impractically difficult. A more useful, but much less general description

can be realized by developing some sort of statistic or index which assigns

a single number to a region of forest. This number is then thought of as a

measure of roughness, and one tries to relate canopy roughness to diffusion

characteristics. This approach has the disadvantage that combining the

many properties of something as complicated as a forest canopy into a

single index necessarily generalizes and may produce a loss of some of the

information of interest.

Consideration of the above situations prompted a study of the problem

of canopy roughness on several levels intermediate between the extremes

mentioned above. Several methods have been examined to see whether they

i) characterin the roughness, and 2) discriminate canopies of different

roughness. In some cases, discussed in Appendix C, the methods have been

studied and tested on data other than those taken from forest canopies (geo-

metrical shapes, sine waves, etc.). The results of these tests show the

feasibility of using a particular method as well as giving an indication of the

amount of calculation required for application. In addition, calculations were

made on part of some forest cianopy data taken fror- the aerial photography

of the AMPIRT study area of Thailand (17). The methods discussed below

are presented in more detail in Appendix C.
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: Digitization of Thailand Canopy

In order to test some proposed methods for measuring canopy roughness,

aerial photographs were obtained for a 250 by 1400 m portion of a Thailand

forest. Height measurements (or more precisely, parallax measurements

I |from a given pair of photographs, since it was not possible to measure the

height of the ground) were digitized at 2-m intervals in two different ways:

1) along a 200-m straight line randomly oriented over the canopy and 2) over

30 randomly placed 20 by 20 m windows. Figure 7b illustrates the type of

placement used for the windows (only 15 are shown). The upper part of the

I figure indicates how each window was divided into 10 sampling windows;

use of the sampling windows is discussed below.

Variance of Canopy Height
Befo.'e delving into the more complicated methods for measuring canopy

roughness, one simple and straight-forward approach is to compute the

variance of the height of the upper surface of the canopy. The varlanre e

reflects the amplitude--but not the frequency- -structure of thu canopy. As

an illustrative example, the variance of the 200-m long profile in the ThailandI 2forest was 21 In . This means that the standard deviation of canopy height

along that one line was 4. 5 m--a quantity which partially describes the

roughness.

I Variance Decay and Correlation Curve Methods

Two of the methods explored during this project to describe canopy roughness

'I were based on 4), the decrease in variance of mean canopy height over a
number of sampling windows as the size of the sampling window increases, and

2) the decrease in the correlation between the average height in a given sized

sampling window and the last point in the window (lower right corner for

SI square, rightmost end for profile) as the size of the sampling window increases.

Using these methods, canopy roughness is thought to be related to parameters--

such as the coefficients in a least-squares fit or various intercept values--

of the curve for a given forest. One would expect, for example, a conifer

forest curve to approach zero at a much faster rate than a curve for the
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more slowly undulating canopy of a deciduous forest in leaf. Measurements

of a number of forest canopies would be required in order to relate parameters

of the curves with canopy roughness.

For measurements of the Thailand forest canopy, 10 square sampling

windows ranging from 2 to 20 m on a side were used (see Figure 7a) for

each of the 30 randomly-.placed positions and a one-dimensional sampling

window ranging from 2 to 140 m in length was used for the profile. The

resulting variance-decay and correlation curves are ihown in Figures 8 and 9,

respectively. As mentioned above, it is not possible at the present time to

properly inter. et these curves without first making similar measurements

in a va, ýety of forests.

It was found that the square sampling window had several disadvantages

compared to the one-dimensional window used for the llnear profile. First

of all, Figures 3 and 9 indicate that the largest sampling window should have

boon of the order of 100 m orn a side instead of 20 m. However, it is preventive

in both time and money to digitize height data at 2-m intervals over a sufficient

number (at least 30) ý,, 100 m squares. Secondly, since the ground was not

vYLvible in the aerial photographs, there was no fixed reference height from

which the canopy height measurements could be made. Therefore each of

the 30 equare windows did not have a consistent reference height, which may

have boen responuible for the scatter of th'ý data points in the two figures.

Even though the profile also had an arbitrary reference height, the same

rof, runce was used for all digitizations and therefore the profile data points

exhibited negligible scatter.

Croasing Statistics

The abovrj discussion indicates that digitization along a Line has grotter

feasibility than digitization over an area, Thls conclusion makes it possible

to usn an analysis method which it simpler in bofh principle and application

th,, the variance-decay and correlation methods.

The simpler meithod Is bWved on properties derivwd from the numb'r of

ti,*aei thi the top surface of the canopy crosst u a horizontal line at a given
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height. The method makes use of the following two curves:

p curve, where (3(h) is the fraction of the length of a straight horizontal

line at height h which is below the canopy profile.

t curve, where j(h) is the number of crossings per t'nit length that a

straight horizontal line at height h makes with the profile.

Figure 10 shows the P(h) and ýL(h) curves computed for the 200-m long

profile. The P curve contains information about closure as well as the geometric

shape of the profile. For example, given a conifer forest with the same -.

height as the Thailand forest, one would expect the P curve for the conifer forest

to start decreasing at a lower height than does the P curve in the figure. The

ýL curve contains frequency information. The multiple peaks in the figure -•

reflect a multiple -storied canopy.

The P and p. curves in Figure 10 can best be interpreted after they have

been compared with P and p. curves for other forests. Unfortunately, measure-

ments from other forests do not yet exist. As a substitute for the additional

information, Richards plots (76) of three types of Thailand forests (64) were

used to obtain quasi-profiles of the three canopies; a Richards plot consists of

a schematic top and side view of all trees within a transect about 10 m wide

and 40 to 200 m long. Judicious digitization allows one to obtain appropriate

height measurements.

Figure Ii gives the p and 4 curves for the three forests. It is clear

that each forest has a distinctive curve. Note that the dry evergreen (190)

and mangrove (270) both have the same maximum height element of 26 m.

This makes it possible to directly compare those two forests. The P curve

for the dry evergreen (not coniferous) decreases at lower heights than does

the curvP. ,or the mangrove forest.

The 1i curves for the dry evergreen and beach (104) forests are somewhat

similar, with neither resembling the curve for the mangrove forest. The

Richards plots, from which these curves were derived, indicate that the

mangrove forest consisted of a majority of tall trees (of nearly equal height)

and a minority of much shorter trees. The other two forests were
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characterized by a minority of tall trees of variable height and a majority of

shorter trees. Therefore, the single high-frequency peak in the t curve--

I as well as the high values of the P curve--for the mangrove forest reflects

a rather uniform canopy with a fairly uniform distribution of trees. The

multiple peaks in the other two p. curves reflect the multi-storied nature of

those forests.

I C. Proposed Forest Classification System

The analytical methods discussed in the previous section indicate that

the crossing statistics method is the most useful for describing the upper

i: surface of the canopy. The success in relating the rather crude P and V 4
curves to the three Thailand forests they represent encourages one to establish "

a forest classification procedure based on the characteristics of the curves.

First, one would like to have height above the ground measured in

normalized units, so that the P and ý± curves for different forests can readily

be compared with one another. Although there are several possible heights

that could be chosen as the reference height, one that seems to be

reasonable is the height at which a given 3 curve has a value of 0.5. The

normalized height, H, for a given height, h, is then defined as

H • hh

0. 5

In Figure 12 the p and p. curves for the Thailand forests have been

replotted as a function of H * Also inclded in the figure are idealized curves

I for three hypothetical forests. The forest with the "1smooth closed" canopy
44

exhibits a nearly vertical p curve at H 1.0 and a narrow, tall, I. curve

centered about H = 1.0. In the limit, a forest having a perfectly flat canopy

top would have a square p curve (that is, p remains 1.0 from H 0 to 1.0,

decreases to 0 at H = 1.0 and then remains 0 for heights greater than 1.0);

the ,, c.urve would be an infinitely tall spike at H = 0.0.

The two remaining P and p. curves represent idealized conifer forests.
The closed forest is imagined to consist of a number of Isosceles triangles

45 VT-2408-P-1
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, of the same height and extending all the way down to the ground. They are

1[ I positioned such that the bases just touch each other. The P curve--the

fraction of a horizontal line below the canopy profile--then decreases linearly
from 1. 0 at the ground to 0 at H= 2.0. The p. curve- -the number of times

Ii'l that a horizontal line of given length intersects the canopy profile--has a
!•:constant value (here arbitrarily chosen as .05 m-l from the ground to the

top of the canopy (H= 2.0), above which level 1i is zero.

, The influence of canopy closure on the P and 4 curves is indicated by the

lower conifer forest curve. If one were to remove 40 per cent of the "trees"

from the forest, the curves in Figure 12 would result. Note that the intercept

of the P curve with the ordinate is a direct measure of canopy closure; at H 0

the p curve extends vertically from 0. 6 to 1. 0. The P curves for actual forests

would not be linear at low heights and therefore the linear portion of the curvesI would have to be extrapolated to zero height in order to determine the closure.

In addition to being able to determine canopy closure, a P curve

indicates the shape of the canopy. In Figure 12, the curves with the steeper

slopes (that is, idealized smooth canopy and mangrove forest) represent

m 3the smoother canopies. The saw-tooth character of the idealized conifer

forest clearly represents the roughest canopy. Therefore the mean slope

of the P curve is related to the geometric shape of the crowns.

The p. curves suggest that both their amplitude and width are related

to the irregularity of the canopy. The smoother canopies (idealized and

mangrove) have amplitude curves that are tall and narrow, whereas the more

irregular canopies (such as beach, dry evergreen and idealized conifer) have

curves which are smaller in amplitude and considerably wider. The extreme

width of the conifer forest is a consequence of the depth (top to ground) of

I the open spaces between trees. The 4 curves for the beach and dry evergreen

forests are wide because of the multi-storied nature of the canopy. In effect,

I that portion of each story visible from above has its own amplitude curve

centered about a particular height and it is the sum of the individual curves

that results in the measured p. curves.

1 4.7 v'r-2408-P-t
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The above discussion suggests that p and 4 curves provide the following

information about a forest canopy:

S- canopy closure (intercept of extrapolated linear portion of

the curve) and geometric shape of profile (slope of curve)

- canopy irregularity (some function of both amplitude and width .

of curve)

It is not clear at the present time how the three canopy characteristics itemized

above relate quantitatively to the Environmental Index. The relationship cannot .

be specified until meteorological and canopy measurements have been made i

in a number of forests under a variety of meteorological conditions.

The process of making canopy height measurements from aerial stereo-

photographs is laborious and time-consuming. With an eye toward the

eventual need for determining forest characteristics on an operational basis,

it would seem feasible to consider a height-finding device such as a laser

radar. A laser radar has the advantage that it can be flown over a canopy

and provide a real-time read-out of the vertical distance between the aircraft

and the upper surface of the canopy. Since a laser beam is very narrow, the

beam would pass through canopy openings frequently enough to determine the

height above the ground of all canopy measurements. A laser radar has, an

additional advantage in that the approximate density of the canopy can be

determined by the average fraction of th- returned signal received from

various levels below the canopy top.
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I:!• VII. TEST OBJECTIVES AND OUTLINE OFI RECOMMENDED TESTS

A. Test Site Selection

K Development of the concepts introduced in the preceding Chapters into

a readily applied forest analog classification system requires testing and

collection of forest data from a variety of forest environments. A two phase

testing program is recommended. First, a limited number of tests should

be conducted in which fairly extensive diffusion, meteorological, and forest

measurements are made. The objective of these tests will be to refine the

L• relationship between Environmental Index and ventilation rate, and to

determine other relationships between diffusion properties and environmental

{ I parameters (both meteorological and forest measurements). The second

phase of testing should include a much greater variety of forest types and
number of tests, but the tests themselves can be quite shimle and include

only forest and standard meteorological measurements. The second-phase

tests have as their objective the development of general relationships between i

readily obtained forest data and the numerical Environmental Index,

The conduct of actual dlffusion tests in a large nurbor of forest typos, and

for a range of meteorological conditions in each forest, obviously piascints an

extremely large testing requirement. On the basis of the ideas and results

pros[•nted in this report, we believe that It is much more efficient to pursue

a two-phase program, whore the basic physical forewit effects are evaluated

in detail In a few representative fore t types, and the general classification
systemn iH filled in by inuch more: li-nited mo~asurements Involving many forests.

The specific testing recommendations presented here are for the Phase I

tests. Phase II test roquirements can bust be defined in detail after initial,

results from the first phase have been analyzed.
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It is recommended that diffusion tests be carried out in at least five--

if possible, six--different types of tree stands that represent reasonable

extremes of canopy roughness and closure, and vertical and horizontal ¶

permeability. General descriptions of the six recommended forest types

are given below.

i. An irregular-canopied, variable-height, closed stand of broadleaf

trees (ideally a tropical jungle site). 11
2. An irregular-canopied, uniform-height, closed stand of coniferous

trees (ideally a boreal forest of the Eoropean spruce forest type). .1

3. A smooth-canopied, uniform-height, closed stand of broadleaf trees

(ideally an old tropical plantation).

4. An open--50%o or less--uniform-height stand of coniferous trees

(ideally a subarctic spruce stand) with openings or clearings of various 11
sizes.

5. An open--50%/ or leeia--uniform-height stand of broadleaf trees

(ideally a subarctic aspen or birch stand, or mid-latitude equivalent) with

openings or clearings of various sizes. j
6. A second open, uniform-height stand of broadleaf trees with heavy

undergrowth (ideally an open tropical plantation that has been abandoned

or poorly managed) preferably with openings or clearings of various sizes.

All stands should contain their natural undergrowth with as little disturbance .
as possible and the terrain for all should be as flat as practical. The flexi-

bility of site choice is between site 5 and 6. Use of both sites would be most

desirable, although the most important test objectives could be satisfied with

either. Site 6 would provide more insight into the influence of undergrowth. ii
The rationale for the choice of test sites is based on the need to

establish the effect of the basic forest influences: canopy roughness, canopy

permeability, and undergrowth density. The recommended test-forest types

encompass a wide range of each of these forest characteristics, and will

therefore make it possible to determine the overall effect of gross differences

in roughness, permeability and density of crown and undergrowth. The total
54
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I
range of meteorological and diffusion effects will determine the operational

significance of the influence, provide guidelines for deciding on the refine-

I�nment necessary in measurement of related forest characteristics, and

provide a basis for the planning of additional tests needed for practical analog

specification. In site selection, emphasis has been placed on canopy irregularity,

with canopy permeability secondary and undergrowth tertiary in importance.

The test sites for each of the recommended forests should cover an area

of at least i200 meters along the prevailing wind direction and 500 meters

: 1across the preva.ling wind. Forested areas of roughly similar character-

I riatics should surround the test site for at least several hundred meters on

all sides, and several thousand meters upwind. While the type of trees,

closure, etc. need not be characteristic of the test site in this surrounding

area, it is important that no abrupt discontinuities in tree height or coverage

J Iexist.

The instrumented test grid for aerosol sampling should be Located at

the downwind end of the forest site. A tst grid of approximately 400 x 400

meters is recommended.

B. Aerosol Diffusion Trials

SI We recommend that similar aerosol diffusion trials bo conducted at

each of the test sites with similar meteorological and sampling instrumenta-J• tion. The most informative type of trials for this study would be continuous

line or point source releases above the canopy and continuous (non-thermal)

point source releases below the canopy (1. 5 m above the ground). The principal

I_ advantage of continuous sources is that the results integrate over the short

term turbulent fluctuations that have caused such wide trial-to-trial variability

j• in previous tests with instantaneous sources. Such integration reduces the

number of trials necessary for a given level, of statistical confidence in the

SI results, and allows better identification of the influences of trial-to-trial

variation in mean wind and stability conditions. Furthermore, continuous

sources allow better control of aerosol concentrations to avoid sampler

saturation near th- source or insufficient sample size downwind.
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The aerosol used for the tests is not critical so long as the sarme material :1
is used for all tests. FP, BG., or a similar simulant (or aerosols ox concern

to DTC) would simplify the selection of sites and running of tests. A simulant

that does not adhere to the leavea would eliminate this complication from the

te. t, analysis if such a simulant is available and readily sampled. A primary

consideration in the choice of aerosol is the ability to make short interval

dosage measurements that are necessary to evaluate the time dependent

relationships outlined in Chapter II.

C. Mieteorological Measurements

The minimum meteorological instrumentation needed for reliable analysis

should consist of at least:

1, Two instrumented towers (one at the location of aerosol release
and one near the downwind end of the sampler grid).

2. Each tower instrumented to acquire wind speed and direction, vertical

motion, and their standard deviations at: !

a. 10 meters above the canopy - (This level Is chosen because
it corresponds to the inter-

b. 2 meters above the canopy I orsod oteItrnationally accepted anemometer
c. at canopy level level for "surface wind"

d. 2 meters below the canopy measurements)

e. approximately 2 meters below
the lower canopy

f. 1. 5 meters above the ground

3. Each tower instrumented to acquire temperature or the terrmperature

difference from some standard level at:-

a. all levels where wind is measured U
b. an additional level as close to the ground as practical with the

sensors used U

4. One tower should contain a remote reading instrument for monitoring
solar radiation (an Epply pyrheliometer or comparable optical wavelength

sensor) at the highest level on the tower.
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:1l 5. A movable wind sensor of the same typo uced at the lower tower

level.

6. A movable light sensor of the same type used on top of one tower.

It is realized that the bivanes presently used are incapable of accurately

I measuring the light air motion within a dense stand (44, 61, 92). Because

of the vital importance of the information to be gained from such measure-

ments, it is highly recommended that other air motion sensors be developed

and tested for use in and below the canopy. Sonic and hot-wire anemometers

(such as those that have been used by ecologists, 6, 30, 34, 41, 53, 55, 96,

98) should be evaluated. If complete sets of three orthogonally mounted

I sensors are not feasible, a single hot-wire anemometer might be utilized

to measure the variance of horizontal flow; a single sonic anemometer

could be used to measure tLe extremely important vertical component of

motion averaged over a short vertical path. In the absence of suitable wind

instruments, bivanes should be locked into a horizontal position for use as

anemometers and wind vanes for below canopy observations. In such a case,

only mean wind and a biased estimate of horizontal turbulence can be obtained

below the canopy, and insight into below-canopy air motion would be drastically

reduced.

l The movable wind and vertical motion sensor and the light sensor should

be used to make several areal surveys of light and air motion at various1 locations over the aerosol sampling grid for comparison with tower measure-

ments. Ideally, a number of separate wind and vertical motion sensiors

should be strategically located at various sites on the grid to acquire simul-

taneous air motion measurements. The single air motion sensor is a

compromise that can substitute for the instrument array if frequent measure-

~'i1 rments are made under a variety of ambient meteorological conditions, as wall

as at a variety of locations.

All trials should be run with an ambient wind speed of from 2 to 8 m sec

(above canopy) but should cover the stability range of stable, neutral, and

unstable temperature lapse rates above the canopy, with an absolute
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J.. ~minimum of three trials in each category. If simultaneous above- and below-

S~canopy continuous source aerosol releases are made, only r~ine aerosol trials

per test site would be required, though additicnal redundancy would be 7

de sirable.

The meteorological instruments should be operated under as wide a

variety of ambient meteorological conditions as possible when aerosol trials

are not in progress. Variable ambient wind directions will provide different

wind fetches for the above-canopy air mo~ion sensors and therefore a variety I
in canopy roughness upwind of the sensors. Thus, each test site can provide
a number of comparisons between measured canopy irregularity (from aerial i I
photographs or laser radar) and above-canopy air motion to help determine

this imnportant relationship. Variable ambient wind speeds will provide the I
data necessary to establish the interrelationship between ambient wind speed, [!

canopy level air motion, and momentum penetration into the stand. Through

-such observations, substantial information can be gained with a relatively

modest experimental effort.

D. Tree Stand and Vegetation Measurements

The recommended tests will require careful and extensive measurement

and assessment of tree stand and vegetation characteristics. A number of

vegetation measurements are outlined in Appendix B. Of these, 1) stereo-

pair aerial photographs or laser radar height measurements, Z) crown

vertical tranamissivity measurements at each of several locations over the 1
grid (including the two tower locations), and 3) measurements of horizontal

obstruction (at crown level, just below the crown and at approximately 1, 5

meters above the ground) comprise a minimum of tree stand and vegetation

measurements for adequate evaluation of the stand character-cloud behavior

relationships.

E. Conclusion

The brief test outlines given above provide the basis for a series of

meaningful diffusion experiments that we believe can result in quantitative

definition of the most significant forest-diffusion relationships. They should
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provide relationships between diffusion properties and the meteorologically-

defined Environmental Index, and also a basis for specifying the Environmental

Index from measurements of physical forest characteristics.

Detailed experiment design for each of the five basic test series must

be done after test sites have been chosen, meteorological instrument and

aerosol sampler limitations are specified, and site logistics are known. We

SI recommend that the initial test serve as a vehicle for evaluating improvements

in experiment design and instrumentation. Accordingly, an accessible site

should be chosen and the site should be over-instrumented to provide detailed

meteorological and diffusion data. Several different instruments for

,! measuring some parameters can be compared to determine the most suitable

SI type for future field programs. In this way, guidelines can be established

for design of efficient tests in more remote locations.
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APPENDIX A

I BASIC; FOREST INFLUENCES

I A. General Influences of all Tree Stands

The influence of a forest on its environment arises from a modification

I of the ambient meteorological conditions through complex interactions between

the vegetation and the meteorological conditions themselves. As a consequence

I of this interaction, the effect of an individual tree stand on air motions is not

purely a function of vegetation, but varies strongly with ambient meteor- 14

ological conditions.

Figure A-1 shows an example of variation in the forest influence with

changes in the extrasylvan meteorological environment for a particular tree:1i
stand. In this example, the decrease in wind spod due to the presence of

the tree stand change& substantially with differences in above-canopy thermal

stability and ambient (24 m level) wind speed, Note that under stable thermal

conditions, with an above-canopy wind speed of 5 mph the wind speed within
the forest is 0. 5 mph, while a 0. 5 mph wind speed above the canopy also
results in a 0. 5 mph speed within the stand. This tendency for wind speed

1 within a tree stand to remain light despite ambient wind speed is possibly the

most fundamental forest influence, Differences in stand character do notI change this tendency except in degree. This is also true of the effect of

ambient thermal stahilit'y. For any given above-canopy wind speed, the 2I m

wind speed decreases with increast,,g thermal stability above the ca:opy, but

the stability effect decreases with decreasing wind speed to the point whuro,
at low speeds, the effect is almost negligible (see Figure A-I),

In most cases the air motion within a tree stand is a consequence of the

ambient meteorological conditions (air motion, thermal stability, and atmos-

pheric pressure) outside of the stand. Pressure gradients within the atand,

associated with either large-scale synoptic pressure fields or local thermal
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and terrain features, may be significant in determining below-canopy winds

in many situations. Similarly, border effects at stand edges or near large

clearings can strongly influence local air motions. However, in general these

influences are secondary to those resulting directly from downward transport

of momtntum from the ambient flow into the tree stand.

0: The vertical distribution of forest elements causes at least two, and

Ni sometimes more,different turbulence and diffusion regimes in various layers

above and within a tree stand as downward momentum and turbulent energy

fluxes are altered by the layers of the forest. The air motion in any particular

layer, except above the canopy, is a function of both the vegetation in the

layer and the nature of the flow in adjacent layers. In the air layer above

the canopy, the ambient air motion is determined through interaction of the

large-scale flow field with the roughness or irregularity of the canopy, but

it is influenced by the thermal stability present (in itself a function of the

canopy properties as well as ambient meteorological conditions). These

* influences reduce the wind speed and change the turbulence properties of

the air above the crown-space. Horizontal motions are further reduced and

modified in character at the crown top by the obstruction to motion imposed

,filby the tree crowns themselves. Below the crowns in the trunk space (where

the foliage is usually less dense than in the crown) the air motion ti determined

by the momentum flux reaching this level from above and the vegetation present

in this layer. Finally, the portion of the momentum flux which exists at the

I: bottom of these layers results in air motion in the ground space (from the

surface to the top of the ground cover) where the last of the momentum is

transfei red to the vegetation and ground.

An absorption of momentum, or effective reduction in downward flux in

any layer of a tree stand, reduces air motion in all lower layers regardless

of the vegetation characteristics within the lower layer. Thus the behavior

of an aerosol cloud within a forest is influenced by the meteorological conditions

and the character of the vegetation in the layers above the cloud, as well as

by the vegetation volume through which the cloud is moving. As a matter of

fact, the upper portions of a tree stand (canopy and crown space) generally

exert a more pronounced influence on the mean wind and turbulence beneath 4
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the canopy (and consequently aerosol cloud behavior) than does the vegetation

within the lower layers. Figures A-2 and A-3 show two examples of vertical

profiles of wind from two %idely different types of tree stands under various

ambient wind speeds. Figure A-2 contains profiles for a 70 foot high stand

of Ponderosa Pine while Figure A-3 refers to an 11 foot high orange orchard.

In both, the maximum decrease in wind speed occurs from about 30 feet

above the canopy to canopy level, with a lesser decrease in the upper few

feet of the canopy, and relatively uniform winds within and below the canopy. W

B. Dominant Forest Influences A

Both observational and theoretical evidence indicate that there are three

forest properties that most strongly and directly affect air motion and A
diffusion. These are basically mechanical influences that act in combination

with the thermal effects resulting from the forest's modification of the surfaco eV

temper:ature distribution. Those throe may be described am: 4) irregularity

or roug;hness of the canopy top, 2) resistance to vertical transfer provided 2!
by the canopy, and 3) resistance to horizontal transfer provided by various

layers of the forest.

In the following discussion, the term# vertical permeability and

horisontal permeability are used as general terms to express the qualitative I
forest influences listed as numbers 2 and 3 above, The property usually

chosen to illustrate these influences is the horizontal Ynomentum, since

more data are available for horizontal wind than for any other property, It

should be understood that the same treatment can be applied to the transfer

of aerosol concentration or other properties of the air.

1. Canopy Irregularity or Roughness

The term "canopy" as used herein refers to the upper surface of a

tree stand directly exposed to environmental conditions, and includeN forest

openings and clearings as well as the irregular height and shape of tree

crowns, Canopy irregularity can be considered the primary forest influence

because it causes the most direct modification of above-canopy motion and

exerts an influence that is equal to or greater than the other two basic stand

properties. This influence it two-folds thermal and mechanical.

A-6 V T-2408-P-i



I Sunlight incident on a canopy increases the temperature of the
upper foliage, causing decreased thermal stability above the canopy and

iI I increased thermal stability below. Nocturnal radiational cooling in a forest
also occurs at the canopy level and lowers the temperature of the upper

S!ifoliage. This causes a stable thermal lapse rate above the canopy and a

neutral to unstable lapse rate below. Figure A-4 shows an example of the

change in vertical temperature profile as a consequence of the absorption

and loss of heat at canopy level. The line at 45 feet in Figure A-4 represents

mean canopy height. The effect of solar radiation is most pronounced in the

•I, 12:08 and 14:02 profiles. The effect of nocturnal cooling is pronounced in

the 22:08, 01:02, 03:58 and 06:13 profiles. The lowest temperature does not

I occur at the canopy under nocturnal cooling, because the cold air tends to
sink through the crown space to the extent that canopy permeability allows.

The profilers in Figure A-4 were observed in a closed tropical jungle and

the cold air was able to penetrate only a short distance into the crown space.

A loss dense stand would reveal a more nearly isothermal lapse rate beneath

the canopy since cool air can drain to the ground.

When a canopy is irregular or contains a number of openings, solar

radiation is absorbed through a greater depth and the temperature maximum

is broader and of smaller magnitude; thus thermal stability offers less

impedance to vertical momentum transfer than in a dense uniform canopy.
At night, a more irregular canopy or open stand radiates from many levels

so that all levels share in the cooling, and the stable temperature lapse rate

above the canopy is less pronounced than over a closed crown. The effect
li on momentum transfer" of such differences in stability of the air layer above

the canopy is evident from Figure A-i.

I iThe mechanical effect of canopy irregularity is a reduction of the

mean wind at a given level near the canopy top and an increase in vertical

Sl motion and downward momentum transfer at the canopy. These effects are
due to an increase in turbulenco in the air 'ayer above the canopy. In general,
the more irregular the canopy the more turbulence is created for a particular

above-canopy wind speed and stability. The scale of turbulence above the

A-7 VT-2408-P-1
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canopy is also influenced by canopy irregularity; the greater the height differ-

ences of the canopy and the larger the tree crowns that make up the canopy

irregularity, the larger the scale of induced turbulence.

Figure A-5 illustrates the combined influence of mean wind and

above-canopy stability on turbulence beneath the canopy. From the figure

it appears that unstable above-canopy lapse rates and/or stro•ng ambient

winds act (along with an irregular canopy) to induce strong turbulence above

the canopy and greater momentum flux into the crown space below. On the

other hand, a smooth canopy, above-canopy temperature inversion, and/or

light winds can reduce the canopy-level turbulence to the point where little

or no momentum is transferred downward into the forest, and little or no j
air motion it found there, regardless of vertical or horizontal permeability.

2. Canopy Permeability

Canopy permeability and thermal stability in the crown space

effectively control the downward transfer of momentum and the mean air

motion within a tree stand. Even the most dense, closed, tropical jungle or

European spruce forest canopy has a finite permeability and allows some mass

and momentum transfer through the tree crowns under neutral and unstable

temperature lapse rates beneath the canopy. When a stand is relatively

open, the number, size and locations of openings dominate the canopy

permeability Lo the point where individual tree crowns can often be considered

as impervious obstacles without incurring serious error.

The canopy irregularity influence on above-canopy turbulence at a

given location is a composite effect of the canopy geometry for a considerable

distance upwind of that location. However, the influunce of canopy permeability

is comparatively localized in nature. The momentum transferred downward

through the crown space due to the permeability of the canopy at some location

is primarily influential in causing air motion beneath that location. The

influence decreases with horizontal distance from the location where the

monibntum penetrates the canopy. Irregular distribution of effective canopy

permeability leads to the frequently observed wide differences in dosage

measurements from one location to another within a stand during aerosol

diffusion studies.
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j The role of thermal stability below the canopy is nearly as great as

that of physical forest structure in influencing momentum transfer. A stable

•I inversion, such as those often formed on sunny days, can effectively block.

downward transport of momentum from above the canopy, even when canopy

permeability itself would only reduce the transport. Such inversions often

extend into small openings and restrict vertical motion despite the lack of

physical obstructions to motion. Thus, as with the canopy roughness effects,

consideration must be given to both the forest's direct mechanical influences

and its thermal effects in determining vertical transfer.

I iMost of the reduction in vertical transfer tends to occur in the upper

portion of the crown space. (See Figures A-2 and A-3.) The influence of

iI vegetation "impedance" to vertical transfer is cumulative, and each successive

layer of foliage contributes to a further reduction in motion. However, this

i reduction is not a constant for a given measure of physical obstruction.

Observations show that any vegetation layer reduces the motion less when

there are lighter winds and less turbulence at the top of the layer. Thus,

because of the reduction of turbulent energy and mean horizontal momentum

by the screening action of higher level foliage, the percent reduction in mean

wind decreases with distance downward. (See Figure A-6.) As the air motion

becomes less turbulent and the spectrum of turbulence shifts to shorter wave-

lengths, a permeable foliage layer becomes less effective in impeding the

passage of air. Thus, the lower layers reduce the transfer of momentum less

I because the flow through them is less turbulent. This also axplains in part why

low mean wind speeds above a canopy (which are usually accompanied by less

i turbulence) result in proportionally higher speed winds below the canopy than

do strong above-canopy winds.

3. Horizontal Permeability .

Horizontal permeability is akin to the vertical permeability of a

tree crown and exhibits the variable magnitude just discussed. In a crown

where the turbulent energy is large, the obstructions to horizontal motion

are more effective than at lower levels where the flow is less turbulent. In

the understory beneath a closed, moderately dense crown-space the air

motion is often reduced to light meandering wind, and the horizontal permeability

is greater for a given density of foliage.
A-l1 VT-Z408-P-iIA,
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I Horizontal permeability it generally the least important of the three
basic forest influences. However, where the canopy permeability or the

SI wind above the canopy is great, horizontal permeability plays an important
role in horizontal motion below the crown space. Figure A-2 shows an effect

which can be enhanced by large horizontal permeability below the crown space.
I •In the relatively unobstructed layer near the surface the wind speed is greater

than at higher levels. This is also evident for the higher ambient wind speed

i• profiles in Figure A-3, Horizontal permeability may be quite important in
cases of large vertical permeability of the canopy, strong winds aloft, or
thermal instability. Under these conditions and where openings in the canopy
are present, high horizontal permeability permits horizontal transfer of air

I nfrom beneath the opening to surrounding areas beneath less permeable portions
of the canopy.

I n The direction of horizontal motion within a stand is more dependent
upon horizontal permeability than is speed. Where horizontal permeability
is not uniform (particularly in the vicinity of a canopy opening) this irregu-
larity is often effective in altering the direction of the horizontal motion

induced from above.

In summary, the basic forest influences on air motion and diffusion

with radiation from and to the sky and mechanical influences associated with

canopy irregularity or roughness, canopy permeability (vertical), and

jt I horizontal permeability in the crown and trunk space. These forest influences
interact with ambient meteorolo'gical conditions to determine the air motion

present above and within a tree stand,

IA1
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APPENDIX B

FOREST VEGETATION CHARACTERIZATION

In Chapter VI, the problem of relating the proposed Environmental

Index to a given forest with a given canopy roughness, density and closure

was discussed. This appendix summarizes other proposed and proven

techniques which can be used to characterize canopy and subcanopy vegetation.

I A. Canopy Roughness Measurement Techniques

"The use of stereo-pair aerial photographs to characterize the roughness,

14 occurrence of openings, and changes in overall height of the canopy has been

demonstrated in Chapter VI and is investigated in more detail in Appendix C.

Though the photogrammetric measurements of canopy height are rather

laborious to obtain, the sample evaluations made along a straight line indicate

that such measuraements pruvide a practical means for determining quantitative

information about the irregularity of a canupy.: i Since measurements along a straight line (as opposed to measurements F
over an area) appear to be sufficient to describe the upper surface of the

I canopy, a faster and more efficient way of obtaining the same information

"would be particularly useful. One measuring device which fits these require-

a ments is a laser radar. Pointing downward from an airplane or helicopter

* flying at a constant altitude, the laser radar would provide a very detailed

profile of the canopy. Since the laser beam would occasionally penetrate to

I, the ground through openings in the canopy, the height of trees above the ground

can be determined. Only the speed of the aircraft or helicopter would be

required in order to convert the profile information from time to space units.

Aero Service Corp. of Philadelphia has developed an air-borne laser altimeterI for use in connection with aerial photogrammetry. The altimeter profiles the
top of forest canopies and needs only an occasional square foot of opening
to measure distance to the ground.

SB-1 VT-Z408-P-1
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B. Canopy Light Transrnissivity and Closure Index

Canopy light tranernissivity of tree stands has been measured by a number

of different techniques becauce of its importance in biology and ecology. All

of the techniques use some type of visible light sensor such as an Eppley pyrhel-

iometer or Norwood Director light meter to make comparative measurements

below the canopy and in the open under a variety of solar angles and cloud

cover (3, 4, 6, 39, 47, 65, 67, 72, 92). These measurements are generally

made at a number of locations within a stand, times of day, and degrees of

cloud cover to determine an average or a representative transmissivity. The

basic advantage of these techniques is that measurements are simple to make

and interpret if one can make simultaneous measurements above the canopy or -

in a large clearing near by. The primary disadvantages are the sensitivity of 2
read.ngs to solar angle and cloud cover, and the need for access to a level above

the canopy or a nearby large clearing.

A second canopy characteristic, closely related to canopy transrnissivity,

is the canopy closure index (percent of canopy through which sky light cannot

be seen). The term vertical obscuration is sometimes used for dnscribing the

same forest characteristic. The canopy closure index has been measured by a

number of different techniques which require various levels of effort for measure-

ment and interpretation, and various degrees of skill or subjective judgment on

the part of the observer. Photographic methods (17, 18, 22, 31, 77, 89) and

particularly hemispherical photographic methods (3, 23, 24, 31, 45) appear to

be most suitable for closure index measurement.

Both canopy transmissivity and closure index are normally measured

from one level near the ground. When measured in this way, both quantities

are dependent on the distribution of total mass of vegetation. While such

measurements are related to canopy permeability, much more meaningful

information can be obtained if they are made from a number of different

levels in the forest. Canopy closure index measurements made as a function

of height provide information on both vertical and horizontal distribution of

vegetation. These distributions ultimately determine vertical and horizontal

canopy permeability. Furthermore, canopy closure index as a function of

height appears to constitute a direct measure of the distribution of solar

energy absorption (and radiation to the sky) in the forest.
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For the purpose of measuring the vertical distribution of vegetation,

consider an experiment in which a hemispherical camera is used to

photograph the upper portion of the forest from a number of different heights

above the forest floor. Let this camera use high contrast emulsions and

developing techniques so that all portions of the film not exposed to direct

skylight are completely transparent. With such an arrangement the integrated

transmissivity of the developed negatlve is a measure of the fraction of the

sky that is visible at the height of interest. The net transmissivities of

concentric rings of the photograph provide a measure of the Yraction of the

sky visible as a function of elevation angle, or, alternately, the integrated

extinction coefficient from the sky to the camera as a function of elevation

angle. The following relationships are evident from optical theory and the

geometry of the experiment, which is depicted below.

In an absorbing medium

I= ° eCAOPY

where I° is the intensity of incident L

light on the medium, I is the intensity H

of light incident on the detector,-CAMERA

P is the extinction coefficient

defined as the fraction of the

light absorbed per unit length

of path, and x is the path length.

In our experiment the expression converts to

= l e LH-h) sec UI e
0

or !

log e T- i-h) sec

The quantity I/I is measured by the transmissivity of the concentric ring

of the film at zenith anglesX to (a + d04) from the sky to height h. The

vertical distribution of solar energy absorption is the derivative of p with

B-3 VT-2408-P-i 1



respect to h for the ring that corresponds to the elevation angle of the sun.

Since the amount of light that is not absorbed is transmitted, the transmitted

energy is proportional to i-P. The fraction of the energy radiated from

vegetation that is transmitted to the sky is therefore proportional to the

integral of P over all elevation angles.

C. Measurements of Horizontal Distribution of Vegetation 7

In a manner similar to that in which canopy closure index and canopy

transmissivity are related to canopy permeability, horizontal transmissivity

or visibility is related to horizontal permeability. Since horizontal light

transmisrion is not of prime importance to forest ecology few measurements

of this kind exist. The only quantitative measurement technique related to

horizontal viE bility that was found in the literature was that used in the

AMPIRT test site studies in Thailand (17, 18, 64).

The technique consists of observation of a pair of special targets (each
a.i

at a different height) by an observer at a central point as the targets are

placed at ever increasing distances in various directions from the observer.

The percentage of each of the targets visible to the observer at each location

is then plotted as a function of distance to determine the decrease in visibility

with distance. The data obtained is directly analogous to the measurements

of canopy closure as a function of height that were suggested in the preceding

paragraphs.

D. Gross Forest Descriptors

Forest characteristics cover the full spectrum from the scale of an .

individual leaf or twig to the gross characteristics of trees of a particular

climatic zone. For aerosol diffusion tests, forest characteristics commen-

surate with the size of an individual aerosol cloud and its travel distance

(such as the forest descriptors discussed thus far) are necessary to interpret

the forest - diffusion relationships in detail. Of the descriptors and obser-

vations thus far covered, only those based upon aerial photography and the

use of a laser radar are practical for describing forests on a scale commensurate

71
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with the informational needs and observational capability of a combat field

commander.

I In practical field use only basic tree stand characteristics and measure-

ments or estimates are available. For strategic planning, only the basic

I characteristics of aerosol performance in gross categories of forest types

are usually of concern, and correspondingly coarse forest descriptors shouldJ suffice; see ChapterlVfor examples of this situation. Thus, as we move up

the scale from individual tests to broad-area planning, generalized forest

descriptors and even qualitative descriptions become more relevant to the

intelligence needed for predicting aerosol diffusion characteristics. For

forest descriptors in the scale of medium to large area classification, we

are required to turn to the sources of information on this scale--foresters,

ecologists, and botanists. The problem is to relate the numerous ecological

measurements, judgements, or assessments of tree stands (quantitative and

qualitative) to the characteristics of tree stands pertinent to diffusion.

Canopy roughness or irregularity is related to descriptors such as tree

type or variety of tree types, range of tree crown height, degree of crown

closure, variety of tree crown shapes, vertical cross-section 4,nd plane

view sketches of tree stands, and other descriptions that offer insight into

canopy geometry. Canopy permeability is certainly related to mean canopy

closure, crown depth, number of crowrn stories and degree of closure of

each, type of trees, amount of undergrowth beneath the canopy, mean number

of leaves on a vertical line, vertical stratification of vegetation, number of

trees per acre, mean basal area, nearest neighbor distance and mean crown

diameter. Horizontal permeability in the crown space is related to tree type,
number of living trees per acre, size distribution of crowns, etc. Horizontal

permeability in the trunk space is inversely related to canopy permeability

because of the tendency for undergrowth to form in proportion to canopy

opening.

The descriptors just mentioned have been further grouped and generalized

into forest classificathons such as age of stand, degree of climax of stand,

and type of stand e.g. tropical rainforest, tropical tangle, tropical wet-dry

broadleaf forest, temperate broadleaf forest, boreal forest, etc.
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E. Summary

In summary, forest characterization is the most complex aspect of the

forest analog problem. On the size scale commensurate with aerosol

diffusion or munitions tests the only pertinent forest characteristics that

can be estimated directly are canopy roughness or irregularity and the

geometry of canopy openings. Horizontal and vertical crown permeability

and undergrowth permeability are not directly observable but appear relatable

to practical rneasurements of transmissivity, closure index, and/or visibility.

The determination of an analogy between test site information and specific

tactical target forests or stands is restricted by the ability to classify the

target. Stereo-pair photography and laser radar measurements offer means

for determinating the two most critical parameters of canopy roughness and

opening geometry, but permeability information may have to depend on

ecological type descriptions from aerial photointerpretation, forward observers,

or handbook information. In this instance relationships between ecological

descriptors and the major forest influences must become the basis of

classifying the target stand.
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APPENDIX C

*I CANOPY ROUGHNESS MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

I A. Decay Curve Methods

One of the classes of roughness indicators that has been studied is based

on the statistics of average canopy height, where the average is taken over

different sizes of sampling windows. By choosing various window sizes,

numbers which are indirect functions of such things as clumping of trees,
average crown size, etc. can be calculated. These methods cbaracteris-

tically require more calculation and produce less simply interpretableI results than those to be discussed later. They have the advantage, however,

of containing more of the entire canopy information and are thus likely to

be more sensitive than the simpler methods discussed in later sections.

i. Variance Decay Method

I Photographic filrmx exhibits irregularities in exposure on the micro-
scopic scale due to the finite size of the emulsion particles. These

I irregularities are undesirable and are spoken of as due to the grain of the film.
The term grain itself is not well defined, but grain has about the same relation

SI to film as (the not well defined term) roughness has to a forest canopy.

The methods used by photographic scientists to measure and describe granu-

larity of film can thus be adapted to the problem of characterizing forest

I canopy roughness.

Definition
Let h (x, y) be the height of the canopy above the point

x, y on the ground.

Let a be the area of a sampling window of particular shape.

Denote by H.(a) the average value of h(x, y) computed

C-i VT-2408-P-i
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over the window a for a particular location of the window. It

is evident that H is a function of window size, shape and location.

If the size and shape of the window remain unchanged while the

location is allowed to vary, we can compute the variance TH
2

of H for all locations of a window. It is evident that a is 7

dependent on the window size a. The curve of a' as a function of
H

a will be taken as a characteristic of canopy roughness.
aT

That different canopies will produce different curves of a-H vs a

is demonstrated by considering the four profiles sketched in Figure C-i.

For simplicity, a one-dimensional case has been used and the sampling

window is chosen as a length.

Profiles 1 and 2 would be expected to exhibit similar roughness,

since they have the same frequency and approximately the same amplitude.

AMa is. seen in Figure C-2, the two curves corresponding to profiles i and 2

(also numbered 1 and 2) are nearly the same. Figure C-I indicates that

profiles 3 and 4 will differ in roughness from profiles 1 and 2 and from each

other. The curves labelled 3 and 4 in Figure C-2 demonstrate that curves of

w H vs a do retain this information.

The curve of a- vs a was tested areally by performing the calcula-
tions on ;a 16 km x 16 km section of German terrain. The terrain had been

digitized by recording elevations from contour maps on a 100 m square grid;

the digital data were recorded on magnetic tape. It is felt that the irregularities

exhibited by terrain are more nearly characteristic of those present in a

forest canopy than the sine waves and triangles used above. The results of

the calculations are shown on the graph of curve 1 in. Figure C-3. It is seen

that the variance decays with increasing (square) window size, as expected.

Further it should be noted that the curve does not have complex variations,

indicating that variance decay curves of complicated surfaces are themselves

fairly simple.

Variance decay curves were produced for a profile and for several areas

from a digitized section of AMPIRT forest canopy in Thailand. Photographs of

the canopy may be found in Ref. (17). The areal digitization was done

according to a statistical sampling plan developed in the following way. Budget
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and time limited the actual data collection to about 3000 points. The average

crown size for trees in the AMPIRT study area is somewhat greater than

r0 m, so it was felt that a digitization interval of 2 m would be required to

measure any existing significant variations within a single crown.

rI Within the above constraints, the following three statistical assumptions

are made:

'I a) In this area chosen for sampling, there is a stationary homo-

geneous probability density function for the valu-s of canopy height.

Sb) T hird and fourth m om ents of sam ple data w ill indicate any

significant deviations from normality in the sampling procedure.

Sc) Complete random selection of the starting point for each window

will yield a representative sample of the underlying population.

I Statistical Development

It shall be assumed that the variable
i3 a a/4

"a = • •ai / (a1/4)'

the mean canopy height within each window, will be approximately normally
Z

distributed about the true population mean with variance (-- for values of IIx a
Ma greater than or equal to 30.

2 a 2 /4 = total number of points in a window with 2 m -p~aclng of
points

i = index for points within a window
,thX = a value of canopy height observed in the i position of a

window of size a2

a = side of window in meters

N1 = number of apertures of size a2

I Also, for values of Ma a 30, the sample variance of a is approxi-
mately distributed as:

5 I 2 P
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S2 r-j N (T%2a 'z

Ia a a /2 a)

Any serious deviations from normality should be indicated by higher sample

moments. Analysis run on the German terrain data has not indicated any

significant deviations, as seen in curve 3 of Figure C-3.

We are interested in Sz and since its distribution is known and its
xaparameters can be estimated, we can set confidence bounds as follows:

Define:

6 = proportional confidence level

L% = probability of a Type I error

za = standard normal z for any given 06

The bound on the variance is

a 'a

f•Sza/M vi 6 S-zx

For a given0 and 5 we can determine Ma* The bound on the standard

deviation is

VS-2 /2Ma S
a xa

This procedure has the advantage of being data independent. For X = .05 and

Ma = 30, 6= .254.

This indicates that using Ma = 30, S- will be within ±. 254 S- ofa X X a, a

the true population value a- 95% of the time. Using 30 windows of sizexa
a20 x 20 m, and digitizing on a 2 meter grid, the digitization process did not

C-6 VT-2408-11-I
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I! exceed time or budget limitations. The actual sampling plan randomly selects

30, 20 m x 20 m windows from a 1400 x 250 m strip, allowing overlap. Figure 7 inI
t Chapter VI shows a hypothetical distribution of 15 windows. Figure 7a indicates

how 10 different window sizes are obtained from the initial 20 x 20 m window.

SI The 20 x 20 m. maximum window size should include more than one crown

in most cases. It was expected that this would insure significant variance

decay, which was found not to be the case.

The results of calculations on the canopy data are graphed in Figure 8.

I The profile curve (lower curve) '-;as based on measurements made at 2 m

intervals along a randomly oriented line 200 m in length. The curve for the

profile is seen to show a systematic decrease in variance as expected, withI the variance nearing zero when the one-dimensional windows were of the
order of 100 m long.

The 30 randomly chosen square sampling windows were never

larger than 20 x 20 m (Figure 7). The result was that significant variance

I decay did not take place, as shown by the upper curve of Figure 8. The

relatively higher variance exhibited between windows for the square case

than for the profile is almost certainly due to the fact that different zero

values were used for different square windows. The use of different zeros

j Iwas necessary because the ground level is not clearly visible in the photo-

graphs and a "tbest guess"t had to be made.

3* Since the profile data were digitized in about 1/30th the time taken
for the square windows, and because of the arbitrary zero problem with the

squares, profile measurements are probably a better use of granularity

techniques than are areal data. The curves of Figure C-2 indicate that

granularity provides a useful discriminant function. The simple form of

the curves in Figures C-3 and 8 allows the extraction of a few parameters

I *,
I' The variance was calculated directly from parallax data, not from actual

height values and thus differs from actual variance by a constant factor.

C-7 VT-2408-P-i
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(such as coefficients in a least squares fit, or various intercept values, etc.)

which could be used as characterizations of the roughness.

2. Correlation Curve Method

A curve with properties similar to the variance decay curve discussed

above is obtained by considering the window averages in conjunction with the

last observation within that window.

Definition

Let h(x, y) and H1 (a) be defined as above.

Let hei be the last observation within a window. The

word last must be understood to mean a particular location

in a window, and must be the same in all windows. The

location should always be on the periphery of the window.

For the co-nputations reported here, the last observation has

always been in the lower right hand corner for squares, or the

rightmost end for profiles.

The computation of interest here is the correlation of

the window average with the last observation in the window,

computed over all window locations.

One would expect this correlation to decrease for larger window

size, since the window average, which can, in a qualitative sense, be

associated with the center, and the last observation are separated by larger

and larger distances. That this is the case is shown in Figure C-4 where

the correlation Is plotted for 3600 windows taken from the section

of German terrain previously used.

Actual forest canopy data were analyzed according to the statistical

sampling plan used above in subsection I. Correlation as a function of

window size for both the thirty square windows and for the 200 m profile

were shown in Figure 9. Several things are apparent from Figure 9. First,

as with the variance decay, the square windows are not large enough to show

significant decorrelation. The profile curve shows that the mean is decorre-

lated from the last observation for windows on the order of 100 m in length.

This agrees with the results of variance decay in subsection i.

C-8 VT-2408-P-1
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The advantage of using a profile over the areal windows in terms of

digitization time, as discussed above, holds also for the correlation curve.

The problem of having a diffcrent zero for each window encountered with

granularity no longer causes difficulty since the correlation of H and he is

computed by dividing coy (H, he) by a- and (rh* The correlation curves are

relatively simple, implying that they can easily be characterized by a few

parameters, as were the variance curves. The correlation curves were not

examined directly for discriminant value, but because of their similarity

to the variance decay curves, and because of the similarity between the two

definitions, discriminant sensitivity should be about the same as in subsection I.

B. Crossing Statistics

A second class of roughness indicators is based upon properties derived

from the number of times canopy height profiles cross a horizontal line at

a certain height. The analysis is simpler in both principle and application "

than the variance decay methods discussed above.

Definitions

These definition Can be interpreted in terms of Figure C-5.

P curve: p(h) is the fraction of the length of a straight

horizontal line at height h which Is below the profile, In

Figure C-5

I curve: 4(h) is the number of'crossings per unit length that

a straight horizontal line at height h makes with the profile. In

Figure C-5 this is 14/L. -"

Figure C-5 INTERSECTION OF CANOPY PROFILE BY HORIZONTAL LINE USED TO DEFINE
/3 AND/S

C-10 VT-2408-P-1
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Figure C-6 EXAMPLES OF 13 ANDA CURVES FOR ABRASIVE GRITS
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These curves were originally developed to differentiate between and

characterize abrasive grit (sandpaper) in different stages of wear. That {3 and

ýi curves are capable of doing this can be seen by looking at Figure C-6. One

curve in this figure is for sandpaper made from dull grit closely packed,

and the other from the same kini of grits in an open arrangement. Since - -

open and closed sandpaper configurations are more or less analogous to

open and closed canopies, P and p. curves appea.r to be capable of meaningful 7

discrimination.

Both a P and a p. curve are necessary to insure complete discrimination.

This is demonstrated by the following examples. Consider the two profiles

shown in Figure C-7a. The P and p. curves are plotted in-Figure C-7b. The

Scurves are identical, whereas the p. curves do discriminate between the

obviously different profiles. This points out the fact that frequency infor-

mation is contained in the p. curve.

2 2

h
(a) (b)

Figure C-7 EXAMPLES OF PROFILES HAVING SAME / CURVES

Figure C-8 sLows an example of two profiles which have identical p. curves,

but different P curves. This figure indicates that the P curve contains Infor-

rnatlon about the roundedness of profiles as well as closure information.
h

(D (D 2 :
2

0 h 0
(a) (b) h

Figure C-$ EXAMPLES OF PROFILES HAVING SAME* CURVES
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The 200 m canopy profile from the AMPIRT region used above was

also used here to calculate p and ýp curves. The results of these calculations

have been shown as Figure 10 in the text. As can be seen, the p. curve is not
as smooth for the canopy profile as it was for the sandpaper, indicating the

relatively less uniform structure of thi canopy.

The feasibility of using p and p. curves to discriminate canopies of

different roughness has been illustrated here by example. Another advantage

of this methodis the possibility of applying it to data already available in the

form of Richards plots.

A Richards plot applies to a forest strip usually about 10 meters wide

and from 40 to 200 meters long. The plot gives both a top and side view of the

I• vegetation sketched for the entire area. (See for example, Richards (76).)

Although a Richards plot does not give a true profile, judicious digitization

should give data similar to that taken from an actual profile. Unfortunately

[. many existing Richards plots are so short (a common size is 10 m x 40 m)

I that a single large tree or large hole may predominate in an area that is not

m really characterized by large holes or trees.

Three Richards plots were treated as profiles and digitized as an example

of this application of crossing statist 4cs. The three plots were taken from

Ref. (64) and were described there as a Mangrove stand (No. 220), a Dry

Evergreen stand (No. 190) and a Beech Forest (No. 104). The curves were

SI plotted in Figure ii. Clearly, the three profiles are discriminated by the

method.

I It would be desirable to obtain from the crossing curves a small set of

numbers that could be said to characterize a canopy. This could be accom-

plished if the curves were characterizable by a small set of parameters,
such as coefficients of a least squares fit to a simple pair of curves. Unfor-

tunately, it appears that the i curves for a canopy profile will be too complex

to be fit by a simple low order curve. Another method exists for grouping

these (or any) curves so that each group reflects a certain range of roughness

characteristics. This method requires analysis of a large number of different

C-13 VT--2408-P- 1



canopy profiles to see if the resulting curves suggest any natural divisions.

The groups thus formed could then be named and any new profiles analyzed

to determine to which group they belong.

Analysis of a profile with crossing statistics can be carried further

using the theory of Markov chains. Preliminary theoretical development •f

this scheme has been carried out, but time limits precluded any attempt to

test the analysis with data.

C. Variance of Canopy Height

A single number index that may have some use as a forest canopy

roughness discriminant to the variance of the total height of the top of the

canopy. The variance of canopy height will discriminate between canopies

with different amplitude structure, but not between different miKes of

frequenciea. This (sni be seen by considering the example below.

The varian,,ees ,f the three obviously different profiles in Figure C-9,

2-

FIgure C-9 SIMPLE PROFILES FOR DETERMINING VARIANCE OF HEIGHT

are shown by a simple calculation to be

Var ((I) ) 1

Var ((2)) 1

Var ((3))- 4

C-14 VT-2408-P-i
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j For these simple profiles it is seen that a variance of canopy height will not

discriminate between profiles t and 2 which have the same amplitude, but

j different frequency, but that it will discriminate between 2 and 3 which have

the same frequency but different amplitude.

' lSince forest canopies contain complex frequency and amplitude structure,

a test program would be required to determine the usefulness of this method.

Such a test program would involve calculating the variance for a number of

canopies, conducting actual diffusion tests there, and seeing if the variance

discriminates according to meaningful diffusion patterns. The variance ofI2the 200 m canopy profile used for calculations above is about 21 m 2 .

D, Conclusions

Four methods of characterizing forest canopy roughness and discriminating

betwoen canopies of different roughness have boun presented and examined

abovo. The feasibility of using the four methods along with some limitations

has been dmrnonstrated, Since actual forest canopy data in quantified form

were noLavailable, tests on various types of canopies have yet to be performed.

The curves calculated from the AMPIRT area canopy can be used to give an

indication of the magnitude of numbers to bu expected from actual canopy tests,

i
I

'I i-
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